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Child Guidance: Introduction 
SISTER MARY AMATORA, 

Professor Psychology 
St. Francis College, Ft. Wayne, Ind. 

NTERACTION the classroom 
continuous process. There are 
many different interactions 

there are possible combinations per- 
sons the school situation, Either 
negatively positively these are con- 
stantly influencing the development 
the child least some degree. They 
are never completely neutral, though 
they may appear times, 

Interpersonal relationships between 
child and child, between child and 
group, between teacher and child, be- 

tween teacher and group, all invite 

reaction and provide material and op- 
portunity for guiding the child toward 
the development healthy, whole- 
some, and desirable modes behavior. 

fact, everything the child says and 
does may serve the alert teacher the 
latter’s capacity guide. 

this issue EDUCATION 
some little help the teacher 

guiding the child, will have served 
its purpose, 

Centering about the principal theme 
“guiding the child” are separate 

articles number the more im- 
portant aspects child guidance that 
come within the everyday experience 

the teacher. these brief discus- 
sions hoped bring into sharper 
focus few salient points. Each ar- 
ticle’ has been contributed special- 
ist his particular field study, 
teaching, and research. Added this, 

the individual authors have had 
erable experience guiding youth 
the various parts the United States 
and Canada, 

Basie the child’s capacity 
guided his state readiness pro- 
fit guidance. Hence this Number 
opens with two pertinent articles. 
Doctor Wattenberg delineates from ex- 
amples the rich opportunity the teacher 
has build the child’s emotional 
strength through good mental 

teaching. Sister Digna further 
clarifies the readiness the child 
expounding the vital, though often 

neglected, role motivation guiding 
the child, thus helping him achieve 
that readiness essential his ‘maxi- 
mum utilization the teacher’s guid- 

ance. 
With this background, the reader 

prepared study more detail the 
various aspects guiding the child 
socially, morally, and 

must stated, however, that the viewpoints the individual authors herein 
presented are not necessarily those the editor. Authors alone are responsible for 
any and all statements appearing their respective 
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132 EDUCATION FOR NOVEMBER, 1953 

emerging personality. Doctor Cottle 
and Doctor Kobler give penetrating 
helps the teacher the former two 
topics, while the writer offers some 
helpful suggestions the latter. 

The next four articles provide the 
teacher with material for thought 
matters vital total guidance. Doc- 
tor O’Brien’s enlightening article 
points out the role music the guid- 
ance the child, while that Doctor 
Fagin shows how the development 
budding interests the child may lead 

occupational interests later life. 
Most teachers have heard projec- 

tive techniques, but few have the lei- 
sure time study the pros and cons 
this guidance tool. Doctor Kubis gives 
some scholarly insights into its advan- 
tages and disadvantages. 

home and family situations are 
frequently involved the behavioral 
difficulties children, Reiman 
tells how the tactful teacher can modi- 

and utilize home-school relationships 
where the crux the guidance 

problem involves such. 

nearly every classroom has one 
more child who left-handed, the 

teacher given aid guiding him 
points Doctor Dayhaw’s discussion 

this 
Triology, Handbook for the Teacher 

This issue EDUCATION 
Child Gudiance, together with that 

December, 1951 Child Develop- 
ment, and that December, 1952 
Child Adjustment, forms trilogy that 
will serve the regular classroom teacher 

handbook for ready reference. 
hoped that will find therein hints 

and helps for least some his num- 
erous and varied problems inherent 
his daily round duties. 

hoped that these three issues, 
woven about the needs teachers, 

may assist them leading their 
charges the fullest and complete de- 
velopment their potentials, 
healthy and wholesome adjustment, 
through fruitful guidance, toward 
becoming happy and useful citizens 
here, while preparing for unending 

heaven. 
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Teachers Can Build 

Emotional Strength 
WILLIAM WATTENBERG 

Assoctate Professor Psychology 
Wayne University, Detroit, Michigan 

Editor’s note: His years research and study the problems mental hygiene 
the teaching situation and group dynamics the classroom make Doctor William 
Wattenberg eminently prepared give teachers potent tips guiding the child 

his own building emotional strength. Formerly research assistant the Lin- 
coln School Teachers College, Columbia University; professor Chicago Teachers 
College and Northwestern University; Doctor Wattenberg well known through his 

writings and books the dynamics delinquency and mental hygiene applied 
teaching. member the Amer. Psychological Association, Amer. Sociological 
Society, Amer. Association School Administrators, National Vocational Guidance 
Association, Phi Delta Kappa, and other organizations. Besides his teaching and writ- 
ing Associate Professor Psychology Wayne, also the educational consultant 

the Michigan Society for Mental Hygiene. 

HEN specialists education 
write mental hygiene and 
child guidance, they often 

leave the impression that these are 
fields reserved experts or, the 

daydreams. Today, English, she 
had begun theme what she would 
like when she grew up. The 
first two sentences announced her goal 

becoming nurse. There, her 
very least, select group psy- 
chologically sophisticated 
Proud our valued knowl- 
edge and sometimes bewitched 
gleaming new terminology, tend 
forget that good teachers all ages 
have helped their pupils toward great- 

emotional well intellectual 
maturity. 

Before the principles in- 
volved effective child guidance 
teachers, would well look 
three rather commonplace incidents 
which, with minor variations, have 
taken place thousands times class- 
rooms. 

Three Examples 

Gertrude, like many other preadol- 
escents, sometimes was worried because 
she could not concentrate 

Her mind would wander into trivial 

thoughts had drifted away, and she sat, 
pen listlessly held hand. Quietly 
her teacher walked over the desk, 
looked the paper, and said, “Why, 
you want nurse. That’s won- 
derful.” The warm interest the 
voice carried tone fond admira- 
tion. Gertrude smiled. 
The teacher’s continued presence re- 
minded her the task hand. The 
interest the teacher made the theme 
seem important. The redoubled in- 
terest made words come easier. The 
theme was completed, 

trained psychologist could inter- 
pret what had happened. Young peo- 
ple value many activities terms 
how these are prized adults. 
first the finishing that theme had 
been weak goal Gertrude’s young 
life. The teacher’s comments had put 
the goal new light. The strength- 
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134 EDUCATION FOR 

ened motivation had enabled Gertrude 
sweep through the distractions and 

achieve success. That success would 
make easier for her succeed next 
time without assistance. 

Jack was another youngster who 
often left work unfinished. his 
case the cause was binding fear 
failure. His parents expected much 

him! Now was working 
arithmetic problems. His multiplica- 
tion long division problem looked 
incorrect. sat, staring the paper, 

raise his hand, and then decided not 

often met scorn when asked ques- 
tions. Out the corner her eye, 
his teacher had seen the abortive ges- 
ture. Remembering how often Jack 
had annoyed her bringing half- 
finished work for approval, her first 
impulse was ignore Yet, 
inner intuition led her him. She 
looked the problem, and gently pat- 
ting his shoulder said, “It’s right 
far you’ve gone. Finish 
lieved his fear, Jack completed the 
problem. 

Here have case that all too 
familiar. child subjected too 
much pressure and held too high 
standards eventually decides that 
ing nothing better than risking er- 
ror. her action the 
teacher has lifted from him part 
the binding burden fear that was 
slowly throttling his energies. 

The third illustration cited 

here deals with another common prob- 
lem, the attitude good children take 
toward aggressive bully. The blind 

emotions gave George ample 
reason boil now and then with 
hate could not control. Some days 
when left home for school his body 

NOVEMBER, 1953 

ached with bruises from blows given 
the impatient aunt who had taken him 

after his mother had left town with 
racketeer. those days 

was ready find someone fight. 
When groups his classmates com- 
plained the teacher, she would tell 
them, you see George one 
his mean streaks, stay away from him 
and tell me. take care things. 
When he’s having good day, 
friendly. has hard life.” 

The problem for guidance this in- 
stance not George alone, but the up- 
set feelings the better-controlled chil- 
dren who feel threatened harsh ac- 
tions they abhor. The teacher, pre- 
cept and example, has helped them to- 
ward humane pattern dealing with 

world which they will encounter 
evil deeds, 

the three illustrations the reader 
will find some clues how teachers 
have helped and are helping countless 
young people grow toward greater 
emotional health. Perhaps the first 
thing notice that each incident in- 
volved relatively minor action the 
teacher. one such action itself 

ther, would only teacher be- 
havior followed pattern exhibited 
hundreds similar actions that the 
cumulative effect would significant. 
For instance, would little value 

help Jack once every other day 
was shoved aside with impatience. 

However, day after day his teachers 
were kindly and helpful, then perhaps 
his inner panic would gradually loos- 

its grip. 

Classroom Leadership 

Admittedly, the type classroom 
leadership have been describing 
been shown some teachers who have 
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TEACHERS CAN BUILD 

had little training child psychology. 
Just some mothers “naturally” 
the right things for their children, 
many teachers have been guided 
humanly rich Many 
these have been well-balanced, emotion- 
ally healthy people the sense that 
their “instinctive,” spontaneous reac- 
tions children were good for young- 
sters. one time, might have 
said that these “naturally teach- 
ers have need mental hygiene 
knowledge nor discourses child 

However, there evidence 
different sort. Studies the ef- 

fects child development and mental 
hygiene courses teachers indicate 
that these already excellent in- 
structors who learn most and use more 

what they learn. under- 
stand children sympathetically, they 
use additional knowledge effectively. 

There good reason for this. Ba- 
sic effectiveness child guidance 
the attitude teacher takes toward 
what happens the classroom. Some 

our profession tend think 
terms their own skill, admire their 
own technical prowess. Others view 
the classroom much jungle inhab- 
ited fierce animals who would de- 
vour the teacher who didn’t quickly 
demonstrate who was boss, at- 
titude very common among begin- 
ners, few whom see teaching 
struggle for power. Still others have 
learned think terms how ex- 
periences seem from child’s eye view. 
Once teacher has acquired this last 
attitude she truly ready 
give effective guidance. Without that 

attitude, the tendency manipulate 
control conduct for the convenience 
purposes the teacher. 

Fortunately, the attitudes described 
above often change teacher 
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she works with children. With ex- 
perience, many teachers lose the fear 
that they will found inadequate. 
Less concerned with themselves, they 
are able put their minds the task 

studying children, and figuring out 
how help them. 

Behavior Has Purpose 

From experience and from study 
children, many teachers have learned 
that there are few key ideas which 
enable make the classroom place 
where more young people will find 
sources emotional strength. 

these ideas, perhaps the most sig- 
nificant the realization the teach- 

that behavior always has purpose. 
When child’s conduct puzzles 
annoys us, even though appears 
the surface utterly illogical, will- 
fully perverse, downright harmful, 
nevertheless, does yield something 
for the youngster the state 

the time. Thus, times, child 

may act fashion bring out the 
wrath because some 

inner quirk hungers for the familiar 
obstacles anger, the case 
George. Or, perhaps wants people 

notice him and, like unsure lad 
trying win girl’s attention, gets 

acting like pest. 

Usually the purpose behind behavior 
that meeting some inner need. 

Most often the need one which 

self-respect, conquer fears inade- 
quacy, earn approval one’s fellow- 
humans, satisfy curiosity. 
the course conduct itself seems ill- 
advised harmful, the task the 
teacher help the child find better 
pattern. Merely punish, forbid 
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136 EDUCATION FOR NOVEMBER, 1953 

cast shame the poor behavior rarely 
effective. All educators are familiar 
now with psychological findings 

the effect that negative incentives sel- 
dom alter reactions compared with 
positive incentives. physic- 
ally inept child clowns gymna- 
sium, punishing him for his will 
not work half well teaching him 

few game skills with which gain 
place his group. 

course, some the goals toward 
which children are striving may du- 
bious. This most often the case with 
those unfortunate youngsters who come 

school with weak inner controls. 
Lacking powerful enough sense 
right and wrong, they may take things 
that not belong them, choose easy 

recourse falsehood, and let hate find 
outlet unchecked violence. Clearly, 
these children need taught self- 

restraint. Yet, since the damage 
which lies beneath their unbridled hate 

often very deep, repair usually 
long task. The first step for some 
adult give the boy girl that secur- 
ity which was apparently lacking 
the parent-child relationship. 
this requires the greatest patience. 

Give Them Security 

The knowledge and understanding 

which will enable teacher make 

sense child’s actions, also will lead 
another key idea: Teachers can help 

children grow emotionally strong 
giving them security. security, 

mean that feeling being sure 
where one stands with people. For 
few teachers, this idea seems very per- 
verse. They have learned “motiv- 
ate” children piling anxiety. 
Thus, they may constantly threaten 
that they will send home bad report 

bar youngster from social ac- 

tivities, have him expelled. Under 
the lash such uncertainties, some 
children will temporarily study harder 

careful not get caught mis- 
deeds. However, strong anxiety 
very unpleasant thing. exceeds 
limits disrupts learning. The end 

the story too often finds youth 
quitting school, and carrying with him 

distaste for teachers and all they 
stand for. 

The opposite course for teachers 
follow build children feeling 
that they can succeed and that they are 
liked for themselves alone. The story 

Jack shows one teacher performing 
that task. There are three principal 
ways which teachers can give chil- 
dren feeling security. 

these, the first provide 
classroom which youngsters know 
what expected them, and know 
they can achieve the expectations. This 
immediately rules out the 
plined classroom which anarchy 
runs rampant. Children, especially 

the preadolescent age span, value 
teachers who hold them definite 
standards, and are able help children 
work together efficiently. The instruc- 
tor who starts out easy, then suddenly 

down” every bit bad for 
children the tough, punitive one 
whom they never can satisfy. 

What children need most calm, 

confident teacher who has found 
comfortable day-after-day level 
working with children. strict teach- 

who likes young people and who 
consistent can emotionally help- 
ful one who follows with equal con- 
sistency the latest “democratic” tech- 
niques. sure, those procedures 
which take best into account the ideas, 
aspirations, and abilities children 
will always better for more children 

if a 



TEACHERS CAN BUILD EMOTIONAL STRENGTH 

than procedures which ignore those 
facts. important part the 
equation not only the consistency 
the teacher, but the ability the chil- 
dren succeed. this suecess that 

the main ingredient security. 
second way which children gain 

security the classroom proving 
themselves that they are competent, 
adults define competence for them. 

This implies success such arts 
reading, writing, and spelling. Since 

much the business school cen- 
ters around achievement one sort 
another, youngster finds all too 
easy measure himself against school 
standards. When comes ex- 
pectations, there glowing feeling 

mastery. Success earned effort 
brings its train many healthful con- 
sequences. sharpens child’s sense 

reality far his own competence 
whets his appetite for concerned, 

further success. spurs him fur- 
ther effort. All this wonderful. 
What role does the teacher play? 
First, skill the methods teach- 
ing, the teacher can increase the pro- 
portion those who taste success. 
Second, skill the arts indivi- 
dualizing instruction, making al- 
lowances for individual differences, 
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the teacher can see that, the one 
hand, the child who very bright gets 
tasks which require effort, and, the 
other hand, the slow learner sets him- 
self objectives which can succeed. 
Lastly, knowledge remedial pro- 
cedures, teachers can put back the 
right track those young people whose 
early trouble reading arithmetic 
threatens further damaging failures. 

third way which teachers 
give children sense security 
the realm often regard “mental 

hygiene.” Here, the teacher conveys 
each child the fact that the child 
respected and valued. There are 

dozen and one little which 
say youngster, “You are impor- 

tant. know who you are. enjoy 
your being happy, and feel sorry when 
you are sad. are friends. You 
can count me.” 

Here, then, are the ways which 
teachers help guide children toward 
greater emotional strength. With at- 
tention directed attitudes centering 

children, teachers learn under- 

stand the causes children’s behavior, 

and use that knowledge give them 

school the healthful experience 
security. 
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Motivation Guiding the Child 
SISTER DIGNA, 

Professor Psychology 
College St. Scholastica, Duluth, Minnesota 

Note: guiding and counseling youth for nearly two decades, 
Digna, Ph.D., writes from practical experience when she tells teachers 

the importance motivation guiding the child. Besides her work the University 
Minnesota and Columbia, where she earned her Doctorate, Sister Digna the 

author some two dozen articles. Her book, “The First Fifteen Years,” welcomed 
all teachers. authority guidance and counseling, Sister Digna ever 

demand for Institutes and Workshops throughout the United States. She has directed 
such Creighton University, Omaha; Catholic University, Washington, Loretto 
Heights, Denver; St. College, Aquinas College, St. Xavier College, 
Marycrest, and others. She member the American Educational Research Asso- 

Amer. Psychological Association, Psi Chi, Amer. Association University 
Women, Kappa Beta Gamma, and others. Head the Department Psychology 

Sister Digna also Director Faculty Studies, and Coordinator 
Faculty Counseling. 

HAT many the children 
our schools are “unmotivated” 
and “untouched” hardly de- 

batable question. motivate and 
touch these children implies that edu- 
cators need understand the nature 

the child, general, and the role 
motivation the learning process 
particular. Furthermore 

“touch” the child the teacher must 
know each child individually and per- 
sonalize individual education. Not 
only must understand the mental 
ability the child, but must also 
supplement all school information with 
other pertinent data such the child’s 
socio-economic background the 
milieu which the child lives, the 

attitude the parents toward the 
child, the home, the neighborhood, and 

the religious background the pupil. 
This atiempt deepen his insights and 
understandings each child, presup- 
poses that the teacher loves children, 
that recognizes the goals for which 

working, and that has the abil- 
ity utilize available guidance tech- 
niques the problem motivating 
the child. 

What does one mean motivation 
course the definition that one ac- 

cepts largely colored one’s per- 
sonal philosophy life. However, 
psychologists widely separated both 

time and thought Thomas Aqui- 
and Paul Young? agree the ba- 

sic concept that motive anything 
represented the mind value 
which can realized through act 

Therefore motive may 
defined follows: where there 

motive, there will; where strong 

motive, there strong will; where 
lasting motive, there permanent in- 
clination the will. Such defini- 
tion will undoubtedy challenge the 
teacher concerned with developing the 
children through motivation into men 
with strength will. and 

interpret motivation chil- 

Paul Thomas Young, Motivation Behavior. New York: John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., 1936, pp. and 533. 

Ernest Hilgard and David Russell. “Motivation School Learning,” 
Learning and Forty-ninth Yearbook National Society for the Study 

Education, Part 1950, 36. 
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MOTIVATION GUIDING THE CHILD 

dren referring any the 
stances which result the energizing, 
selecting, directing conduct. 
These authorities believe that the 
child’s motivation rooted his 
physical drives and needs, incentives, 
wishes, purposes, interests, rewards, 
punishments, and fears. 

The “Will Learn” 

motivate the child achieve spe- 
cific goals the objective education. 
Educational motivation seeks pro- 
vide the necessary stimulation that 
the child will “will learn.” This 
will learn the crux the learning 
process. motivate him thus, the 
child’s interest must aroused. His 
desire learn will lead him make 
the necessary effort, and with proper 
guidance will attempt achieve 
goals which for him must short- 
ranged and specific. 
himself, will need plan his 
tion that educational outcomes are 
assured terms definite skills, spe- 

understandings, particular appre- 
ciations attitudes. Then will 
guide the class through personalized 
approach each child 

common between the 
natural motives drives, and the de- 
vices used arouse these drives are 
divided into and “extrin- 

motives. Intrinsic motivation ap- 
peals the pupil’s immediate interest 

the subject which studying. 
This interest may either intellec- 
tual emotional response. Extrinsic 
motivation uses artificial means for 
arousing his interest. These are gen- 
erally called incentives. Among the 
common incentives are those classified 

social motivation. For young chil- 
dren these may rather strong since 
they are directly related the child’s 
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drives. Another group incentives 
called informative devices, and 

third group may considered incen- 
tives rewards and punishments. 

teacher wishes guide the pu- 
pil successful achievement the 
goals has set for the class, will 
need resort the technique guid- 
ance. studied for the pure 
pleasure knowledge, the teacher’s 
guidance would confined select- 
ing and presenting the best experiences 

the child. However, because the 

child’s interest focused largely his 
immediate environment, and since his 

span interest difficult extend be- 
yond the here and now, the teacher will 
need resort incentives that are 
worthwhile themselves and are 
able for the individual 
determining the best incentive for each 
child that requires personalizing 
the teaching process, the utilization 

guidance techniques. 

Peer Recognition 

Basic the nature the child 
the assurance that accepted and 
recognized his peers. For that rea- 
son such incentives honor rolls, and 
membership clubs and organizations 
will serve factors motivate some 

the children “to will learn.” The 
reverse this that pupils poorer 
ability endeavor achieve the same 
distinction, that what has helped 
one child frustrating experience 
for another. the teacher person- 
alizing his contact with each pupil, 
will need recognize both the positive 

well the negative aspects the 
situation. The teacher will think 
guidance means utilizing this 
innate desire for prestige while guard- 
ing against the harmful effects us- 
ing such incentives the publication 
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140 

honor rolls. Perhaps, one method 
attaining these results might the 

recognition achievement terms 
progress and effort. This presupposes 
that the result not merely the sub- 
jective opinion the teacher, but that 

uses records past achievement, 
anecdotal reports, home visits, and in- 
formal talks with the child means 

securing information assist him 
guiding the child attaining recog- 

nition from his classmates. 

Rivalry and Competition 

Rivalry and competition are other 
devices that the teacher will use in- 
centive for motivating the child. Here, 
guidance techniques must determine 
the manner which these incentives 
are used. aggressive child may 
seriously harmed capitalizing his 
aggressiveness which may serious 

liability later life. The 
child who tends withdraw may have 
his shyness and timidity intensified 

his inability compete with the 
others. teachers are 
well-satisfied with the learning results 

many the children through group 
individual competition that they 

tend overlook the pupils who have 
not entered into the competition since 
they already knew that they were fore- 
doomed fail. Often, educators say 
that children must learn accept fail- 
ure since every one fails his life. 

the teacher that philo- 
sophy thought, then will have 
guide the child understand and ac- 
cept some failure, but the child’s school 
experiences should not series 
failures. Even highly competitive 
situations, bright children suffer ill 
effects terms nervousness, tension, 

and disappointments. good teacher, 
who personalizes his approach all 
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the children, will alerted both the 
good and evil effects competition and 
rivalry incentives motivate the 

Progress Charts 

Progress charts graphs may ex- 
cellent guidance techniques motivate 
the individual child. The teacher will 
use these devices but very person- 
alized way. Instead charts and 
graphs displayed the classroom 
further flatter the bright child and 
add more humiliation the child with 
less ability, the teacher keeps the chart 

graph for each pupil. Then she 
personalizes the relationship such 
manner that through this individual 

contact, planned the basis all 
available data that she can accumulate 
about the child, she talks over the suc- 
cess failure the child with him. 
She may become aware the con- 
tributing factors that underlie the 

child’s achievement. the teacher 
makes special effort understand the 
child, she will better able motiv- 

ate him that wills learn. 

Praise and Blame 

Although praise and blame are fre- 
quently linked specific incentives 
for motivating the child, success 
terms praise the strongest motive. 

Commendation, praise, and encourage- 

ment are universally recognized, af- 
fective incentives, and are con- 
sequently part teachers’ “stock 
trade.” emphasizing the guidance 
aspect motivation, the teacher will 

become aware more judicious use 
these affective devices. Before 

singling out the child recipient 
praise reproof, teacher will con- 
sider the child relationship his 

the child comes from background. 
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home where the center atten- 
tion, praise given him either public- 

privately will not have much 
motivating force the encouragement 
and praise given the “overlooked” 
child. Sometimes, the child who seeks 
special notice not motivated the 
notice but simply satisfied with the at- 
tention the other child, 

the contrary, finds within himself the 
will learn because the teacher has 
commended him for piece work 
that would ordinarily have passed un- 
noticed. Contrariwise, deserved re- 
proof administered the pampered 
child may helpful whereas the in- 
troverted and repressed child will 
harmed rather than helped the re- 
proof. the teacher “guidance 
conscious” will concerned about 
the cause the timid child’s failure 
and encourage him try succeed. 

Marks Educational Coin 

Perhaps marks are the best recog- 
nized techniques for motivation. Whe- 
ther not one the under- 
lying philosophy “marking,” there 

doubt that “marks are the coin 
the educational Many children 
who receive encouragement and sup- 
port from their homes strive attain 
“passing marks,” marks that indi- 

earnest and successful effort 
their part. Sometimes marks are only 
the sesame some desired goal earn- 
ing place the sports team, posi- 
tion the school paper, 

duty for younger children. The guid- 

ance approach here upon 
achievement relative ability, for 
progress beyond previous achievement. 
Parent-teacher conferences 
doubtedly good method informing 
parents the child’s progress, but 
often parents and teachers are unable 
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really does represent something clear 
teacher, parent, and child, marks 

may indication progress all 
three parties and consequently 
effective factor motivating the child. 
However, from the guidance point 
view the mark should given the 
child with recognition the child’s 
limitations and his personality. 

Test Motivation 

Closely related marks, another 
informative device, the test. test 

should given unless the child will 
know the result. Knowing the result 
may not sufficient motivate the 
child better unless other, often 
harmful, means the child are 
used. resorting guidance tech- 
niques, the teacher explains the mark 
individually the child encouraging 

reproving according the needs 
the child. Sometimes, the teacher will 

that the child not learning 
because deficient some lower 

level, tool skill. testing, the 

teacher will give close attention the 

relative performance the 
Therefore, test motivation can cause 
learning and effective type ex- 
trinsic motivation. Although 
tors agree that motivating child “to 
pass the test” not the best kind 
motivation, does serve cause learn- 

ing and the harmful effects such 
motivation may counteracted 

guidance. 

Personalized Guidance 

The teacher, resorting the tools 
guidance, eliminates such poor in- 

centives punishing the child de- 
tention, giving him extra homework, 

and rebuking him publicly. Guidance 
which directed toward personalizing 
the education each child will suggest 
that the teacher treat each child 
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unique individual who, young is, 
must dealt with kindly, firmly, but 
above all with understanding. 

The child’s interest developed 
his contact with many desirable activ- 
ities which are adapted his capaci- 
ties and mental abilities. The child 
must recognize the value and the worth 

learning add subtract the teacher 
utilizes the child’s own experiences and 
needs concrete examples. The bet- 
ter she knows the child, the more real- 

for each child will the learning 
process. The child has natural 
riosity which different each child. 
The teacher who knows his pupils in- 
dividually takes cognizance these 
individual differences. mo- 
tivation learning best and should 

every aim. judicious 
use extrinsic motivation valid, but 
should positive rather than negative. 
The importance clear-cut goal for 
the teacher highly important. Only 

the teacher has specific outcomes 
his own mind can guide the learner. 

his specific tasks. Learning will 
progress rapidly the child well mo- 
tivated comprehension his task, 

recognition that fits with his 

immediate interests, that relevant 
his purpose, and meets felt need. 

Determinants Reaction 

Because guidance concerned with 
the whole child, not only his 
tual development, excellent 
service for motivating the child 

where the teacher believes 
should be. The teacher realizes that 
the background the child leaves 
mark him many ways. His ex- 
perience his family and social group 
play large role shaping his ideas 

what right, what wrong, and 
how people behave. his effort 
win status, decides his values, and 
gets his cue what important 
and unimportant him. These ex- 
periences play part determining 
the child’s reaction the learning pro- 
cess. the teacher does not know the 
child and does not understand him, 
will remain “untouched” and “unmo- 
tivated.” teacher challenged the 
thought that may contribute much 

the his pupils devoting 
more time understanding them and 
seeing them through, will undoubtedly 
utilize available guidance techniques 

motivating his pupils. 
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Editor’s Note: Former experience teacher, counselor, and administrator the 
public schools the state New York, well his subsequent position senior 
clinical counselor the Psychological Services Center Syracuse University, equip 
Doctor William Cottle give teachers few valuable suggestions guiding the 
child his social growth. Doctor Cottle’s numerous writings appear many psy- 
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Introduction 

attempt help children de- 
velop socially has founded 

philosophy which expresses 
the framework within which these at- 
tempts will made. requires fur- 
ther the ability identify those 
need help and their readiness use 
such help. Only when this has been 
done proceed help each child 
develop socially the direction 
has chosen. Much has been written 
about the social groups available 
children. Those sources have ade- 
quately discussed methods helping 
the child participate various social 
groups. The primary emphasis here- 

will techniques for identifying 
children need help and 
which the teacher can use help the 
child understand his feelings toward 
others. 

guide. proposed here discuss 
such philosophy with reference the 
relationship necessary between adults 
and children before good job can 
done. This relationship based 
the attitude the adult toward the 
child, communication between the two, 
the effect competition with peer 
groups and acceptance the child 
worthwhile person. 

was with considerable misgiving 
that the term children chosen for 
the title this article and used the 
article. should understood 
the reader that the word used solely 

logical age usually found elementary 
and junior high grades. 
should emphasized that they vary 
exceedingly academic and social ma- 
turity. Some them are more ma- 
ture than some the adults whom they 
encounter school and the com- 

Philosophy 

Before adults can work with chil- 
dren, some framework necessary 
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munity. One reason some children< 
have difficulty developing social 
skills that they are unable predict 
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the inconsistent behavior others they 
Another reason the in- 

ability the child cope with the 
attitudes expressed others that are 
inconsistent with the way the child 
sees the world. example this 
the attitude many adults toward 
children. Adults have tendency 
imply that children are their inferiors 
and consequently speak and act 
ward them condecending manner. 
Unless this overcome, the task 
nearly insurmountable. 

One-way Proposition 

Frequently this attitude toward chil- 
dren unconscious one growing 
out poor communication between the 
adult and the child. One fails see 
the world through children’s eyes and 

perceive their capacities for dealing 
with such world. When such at- 
titude evidenced, the child often hu- 

mors the adult “going along with 
the gag” because results less con- 
flict. Thus the adult lulled into 

feeling that communication good, 
whereas only one-way proposi- 
tion. “The child knows us, but 

not know him.” Dennis still men- 

ace! 

Therefore the adult’s attitude to- 
ward children affects his ability 
communicate with them and develop 
relationship within which can help 

them develop their capacities. An- 
other factor this relationship be- 
tween the adult and the child the 
former’s ability help the child 
achieve goal furnishing informa- 
tion which will help him modify his 
behavior can reach such goal. 
This involves knowing the child well 
enough understand his goals and 

also involves knowing 
the world well enough able 
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furnish him information about 
which can understand and use. 
Here again one’s ability communi- 

understand what the child wants. 
third factor affecting the relation- 

ship between the adult and the child 
recognition the effect that 

tition with peers can have the ease 
with which person gets along vari- 
ous groups. The child readily ac- 
cepted most adults indicated 
above because there little awareness 

competition between the adult and 
the child. the adult can afford 
tolerate indulge. This true 
for many other groups which the 
child appears, but most clearly high- 
lighted between the adult and the child. 

The adult adopts attitude toler- 
ance benevolence because there 

direct competition for jobs other 
evidence status. Because better 
physical development and broader ex- 
periences the adult can usually domin- 
ate even the play situation thereby de- 
monstrating his superiority. Conse- 
quently, the adult accepts the child 
more readily because the child not 
perceived threat. 

Peer Competition 

Conversely, the child object 
suspicion peers because direct 
competitor school and play 
other social situations. the peers 

make him feel ill ease makes 
their abilities easier demonstrate. 
One can more easily surpass emo- 
tionally disturbed competitor. has 

often been said, “The best defense 
good offense.” 

threat (not elimination, however) 

among peer groups and development 
wholesome attitude acceptance 
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the child worthy person that are 
basic any relationship established be- 
tween the teacher and the child. 

Know the Child 

The teacher has know the child 
well enough see how like other 
children and what ways differ- 
ent. These are the values which make 
him worthwhile person and are not 
dependent his chronological age but 

his present capacities, interests and 
goals. One must accept the child with 
his unique worth order communi- 

with him. This relationship 
built mutual acceptance two peo- 
ple, the teacher and the child. These 
attitudes are reflected easily and 
sensed quickly. the teacher notes 
and accepts each child with present 
strengths and weaknesses commu- 

nicates this acceptance his attitudes 
without saying word. This the 
meaning behind behavior which most 
children are quite adept sensing and 
toward which they usually react. 

this attitude toward others that 
causes person “win friends and in- 
fluence people.” not cloak 
which can don and doff will, but 

true feeling that the people meets 
are inherently good and worthy, that 

wants know them, and that they 
are important tohim. This the key- 
stone helping children develop social 
skills. 

Within the relationship generated 
this acceptance, the teacher,can use 

certain techniques for helping the child 
evaluate his needs this area. The 
teacher can use devices for 

how the child feels toward 
members his group and how they 
feel toward him. The various records 
the school has maintained about the 

Jennings, Helen 
ican Council Education, 1948, pp. 

Sociometry Group Relations. 
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child can studied, synthesized and 
interpreted the child becomes 
ready use this information. Class- 
room information the form writ- 
ten work well autobiographies 
and other personal documents can aid 
the teacher understanding the child. 
This prerequisite helping child 
understand himself better. Observa- 
tion the classroom and the play- 
ground can help the teacher understand 
the things which produce the child’s 
behavior. The teacher’s recognition 

the feelings the child has pressure 
situations, when conveyed the child, 
frequently helps reducing the emo- 
tional disturbance the pressures pro- 
duce. The final technique the teacher 
may find valuable here the knowl- 
edge when and how make refer- 

rals others who have specialized 
skills contribute the child’s devel- 
opment social areas. 

Techniques Available 

techniques for use 
the school have been aptly described 

listing choices class- 
mates for given activity the child 
shows how would like 
with others group situations, These 
techniques are valuable for showing 
which children are leaders each 
group situation, which ones are re- 
jected various groups, and which 
ones not participate the varied 
groups the school 
formation about these kinds 

secured chiefly because limita- 
tions the techniques. Little dis- 
covered about the children who not 
fall into these three categories. note 

caution here the fact that socio- 
metric data secured for one group sit- 
uation, such the selection com- 

Washington, C.: Amer- 
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mittees for social studies activity, 
will not hold true for the interaction 

the group another situation, such 
softball game lunch time. Thus 

new information must secured for 
each new group situation until broad 
picture group relationships for 
given child secured. These tech- 
niques should identify those most 
need help, the isolate and the reject. 
Then the teacher position 
work with them discover causes, 
and find out what these children 
would like about the situation. 

Perhaps would wise spend 
moment here consideration the 

last sentence the above paragraph. 
the opinion this writer that 

little can done help the child who 
not ready helped. the 

teacher effective here must 
not only identify these children and 
the causes their behavior, but 
must also determine what the child 
wants about it. can stimulate 
readiness the child creating 
more favorable environmental situa- 
tion, but cannot force the child 
adjust the group. Some children 
actually want and need let alone 

carry out their own unique inter- 
ests. the child has normal, logical 
reasons for wanting engage indi- 
vidual activities, the teacher should 
not try force group participation. 
Thus the teacher must make some esti- 
mate readiness for group partizipa- 
tion based the best possible 
edge what the child wants. 

the Child Ready? 

This matter readiness applies also 
the information secured from school 

records. The teacher may have all this 
information built into excellent pic- 
ture the child, but the child does 
not want interpreted him there 
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little that can done. One note 
considered here that these records 

and reports should tailored meet 
the needs the child well those 

the school. Often they are con- 
structed solely for administrative pur- 
poses and not contain the kind 
information which useful help- 
ing the child learn more about himself, 
particularly the social area. 

The teacher often overlooks the fact 
that child cannot write anything 
without giving information about him- 
self. This true whether the written 
material planned, like the vocational 
autobiography, elicit such informa- 
tion paper the social studies 
about Africa. Everything child says 

does expresses meaning about him, 
observed and interpreted properly 

the alert teacher. this fact which 
make the analysis all writing done 

child valuable helping him de- 

himself better, better position 
decide what wants about his 

relationships with Informa- 
tion revealed him analyses 
these writings may cause him want 

participate more groups may 
make clearer him the reasons why 

does not participate groups. 
Then able decide what 
wishes about this. 

The “What” and the “Why” 

Alert observation the child the 

classroom other situations 

which the teacher contacts him will 
help accumulate useful information 
about his behavior. Here the teacher 

needs experience determining what 
observe well determine when 

this will done. Training the 
writing and use anecdotal records 

highly productive the records 
not become burdensome. The teacher 

& 
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must learn separate fact from per- 
sonal opinion such observations. 
The objective account what hap- 
pened must separated from the sup- 
posed reasons about why happened. 
Only the child knows why and often 
this not conscious level. chief 
function these observations 
help the child become aware the 
reasons for his behavior. 
and the teacher consider objective 
picture behavior over given period 
the child may better able under- 
stand why did such things. For 
this reason there should balance 
between negative and positive behavior- 

descriptions, far this pos- 
sible. Few people exhibit only nega- 
tive behavior and, the teacher creates 

the impression that this all that 
observed, relationships with the child 
may damaged the presentation 

behavioral description which 
not 

Accepted the Group 

highly useful technique help- 
ing the child acquire better under- 
standing his group behavior the 
recognition his feelings toward the 
group. the teacher conveys the 
child recognition the feelings the 
child expresses what says 
does, the child becomes more aware 

these and the reason why they were ex- 
pressed. Then the child can modify 
his behavior manner which more 
meaningful him. Use this tech- 
nique the teacher requires aware- 
ness what meant well what 

said. Often these two things are 
quite different and the teacher must 
acquire skill interpreting meanings. 

the child perceives that able 
express these feelings and still 

accepted the teacher and the group, 
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deal with his feelings 
more natural fashion. does not 

have hide from himself from 
others because uncertain whether 
his behavior acceptable. learns 
that others understand him and 
learns understand them. With this 
understanding comes positive growth 

feelings about people and greater 
skill dealing with people. Now the 
child learning cope with all situa- 
tions more complete fashion. 

learning that there are many accept- 
able gradations behavior for himself 
and for others. 

note caution the teacher 
about this for meaning the 
child’s behavior seems advisable. The 
story told two psychiatrists enter- 
ing the elevator their office building 

their way work. they en- 
tered, the elevator 
“Good morning!” One the psychia- 
trists turned the other and asked, 
“Now what you suppose meant 

that 

Referrals 

Mention psychiatrists brings 
the need for the teacher make refer- 
rals for treatment. Until more pre- 
ventive measures are developed, there 
will children who need treatment 
which beyond the capacity the 
teacher. The teacher needs able 

recognize these cases his limita- 
tions dealing with them. Then 

them other sources with- 
the school system the community. 

This means that the teacher must have 
sufficient knowledge deviate be- 

havior that can recognize those chil- 

dren needing more help than 

give. Courses mental hygiene and 
abnormal psychology could help here. 
Then the teacher needs know the 
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sources the school community 
which and the child can turn for 
help. study these and the help 
they can contribute could carried 

part the in-service training 
program the school. The school 
personnel should know the people and 
the situations into which they are re- 
ferring the child. The school coun- 
selor psychologist can provide valu- 
able help this point. 

Summary 

The techniques discussed above have 
been primarily those useful the 
teacher identifying children need 

help developing social skills and 

various methods helping the child 
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cope with this problem. They empha- 
size the fact that the teacher must 
guide the child understanding him- 
self grows capacity enter 
and deal with group situations. The 
techniques are predicted the child’s 
recognition his need for social skills 
and his readiness acquire such skills. 
Until this occurs the teacher will ac- 
complish little presenting the child 
with opportunities for participating 
social When ready, 
one can consider social situations which 
present the child with the opportunity 

develop the unique way his par- 
ticular needs demand. This may 
within the classroom, within the school, 

the community. 

MARSHALL TARR 

(My expires Aug. 20, 1959) 
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Advancement Science, Amer. Association, Amer. Association Univer- 
sity Professors, and other professional organizations. 

useful dealing with this 
topic consider separately the 
three elements contained therein. 

What meant morality; what 
meant guidance; and how are these 
specifically integrated children? 

the first part, namely morality, 
necessary turn for answer 

philosophy and religion. the 
second part, guidance, method, one 
can appeal common sense and 

studies. the third part, 
understanding children, one must ap- 
peal the findings biological, social, 
and psychological science. moral- 
ity one concerned with what kind 
children wants, and with what kind 

adults wants these children 
become. guidance one asks what 
are the methods that will use ob- 
tain the results that thinks are de- 
sirable. the third, integrating mo- 
rality and guidance, one must ask what 
are these children like that wishes 

guide toward moral values and to- 
ward moral behavior. 

Morality 
The first question has with 

morality. Here one assumes that the 
objective Christian moral guidance. 

this assumption accepted then one 
must have recourse ethics and 
religion. the science ethics one 
finds set principles devised 
reason that aid the teacher the 
termination desirable conduct. Rea- 
son and ethics are concerned princip- 
ally with man’s natural desires and 
with his natural ends. the Chris- 
tian tradition man also has super- 
natural end and help him achieve 
this program moral guidance 
the teacher must appeal religion 
well The principles that 
are derived from ethics must in- 
fused and supported the ideals and 
the sanctions provided religion 
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they are maximally effective. 
Reason, social sanction, and expediency 
alone are often effective limited 
way the determination and the 
achievement moral behavior. How- 
ever man’s egotism, his self-seeking, 
his inhumanity man prompt one 
seek sanction beyond his reason, 
objective sanction, outside himself 
that leads more inevitably morality. 

tells what right. Reli- 
gion tells that there God who 

has made free and who rewards 
another life when freely what 
good and avoid what evil (4). 

very close relationship between moral 
ethical principles religion. 

Both utilize ideals and values which 
the purpose guidance ineul- 
into the life the child. Only 

when the social law, reflected 
ethies predicated upon the natural 
law, and this turn built upon 
the divine law, can one certain 

inescapably close connection 
tween the two sanctions for behavior. 
Social sanction for be- 
havior, pleasure means insur- 
ing correct behavior must ultimately 

principles true character and con- 
sistent moral behavior are 
tained (12). 

Character 

The end product moral guidance 
character. However, character 

not identical with moral behavior. 
Character not temperament and 
not personality. Character includes 
morality. values, and 
includes the motivational complex that 
activates this combination (8). Char- 
acter can good bad dependent 
largely upon the ideals that motivate 

behavior. Just there are differ- 
ences the intelligence and the 
achievement children, likewise 
are there marked variations their 
character. person character 
one who acts upon principles rather 

than upon impulse upon 
stances (5). out the combina- 
tion morality, values, and suit- 

able motivation that character devel- 

ops. Character is. formed when 
want that which evaluate 

good, that which are told right. 

develop character one must also 
happy doing what good, and 
must that good repeatedly. 

moral guidance one seeks evoke 

moral development. What seeks 
stimulate and fashion moral 

development the child’s conscience. 
through the gradual unfolding 

conscience the child that one seeks 
pass from the control his behavior 

from without the control behavior 

from within. This represents the es- 
sence character formation. The 
function conscience evaluate 
behavior morally. Conscience devel- 
ops through moral experiences, and 
through training morality. the 
very young there functioning con- 
science because standards right and 
wrong have not been formulated ex- 

pressed the self. early 
childhood, psychologists tell us, there 

very little feeling guilt. The 
child may embarrassed, 
but does not feel guilty the sense 

having awareness wrongdoing 
for which knows the reasons. Only 

the older child does conscience real- 

disapprove the self. here that 
regulation from within based upon 
ideals and upon principles begins. 



MORAL GUIDANCE CHILDREN 

Principles 

important note that moral 
guidance only one part the total 
guidance process. There are certain 

children, well other living organ- 
isms, and these principles should 
understood .before one engages 
program moral guidance. large 
amount factual information hag been 
collected about the whole process 
child development and these facts and 
principles must applied one 
have the most effective type moral 
guidance (3, 7). 

Growth characteristically or- 
derly process. guidance, least 
all moral guidance, can used with 

child manner incompatible with 
the level development that has 
reached. Not only must the content 
and the methods moral guidance 
related the child’s developmental re- 
ceptivity, but must remembered 
that wide individual differences, 
readily apparent the intelligence 
and the achievement children, are 
equally present the character devel- 
opment the child. give every 
child the same moral guidance not 
psychologically sound. The moral ex- 
periences required six year old are 
considerably different from those most 
useful The parent 

the teacher will require different 
techniques for inculeating ideas 
right and wrong and for activating 
these ideals. 

moral guidance curriculum. the 

guidance program that must geared 
this idea continuing develop- 

ment the child. While growth 

continuous, the changes and the grada- 
tion are varied and extensive 
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that moral concepts and moral behavior 
are acquired unevenly and sometimes 
erratically. Often swift, well gradu- 
ated stages this moral progression 
are seen. Equally often plateaus are 
reached moral progress, moral 
progress once achieved may inex- 

lost. Much this moral var- 
iance expected the experienced 
teacher, who recognizes that the rate 

growth varies from child child 
and within each child. Recognition 

the essentially logical sequence 
growth, well its variance, alerts 

the teacher introduce moral concepts 
way and time that will insure 

their greatest effectiveness. ex- 

ample this the appearance the 
for free decisions. When this 

appears the child, can intro- 
duced new concepts with new me- 
thods expedite the internalization 

morality. then only that duty 
and responsibility begin supple- 
ment pleasure and pain determiners 

moral behavior. 

Growth, has been stressed, 

unique well continuous and or- 
derly. This fact particularly im- 
portant moral guidance. Each child 
finds and stabilizes own character 

his own unique way. Teachers and 
parents should remember that often 
there are wide variations moral be- 
havior, just other types per- 
sonal achievement. 
something that each child must achieve 

his own way and his own rate. 

the amount anxiety the 
parent the teacher can make the 
child read can make him moral. 
The child must ready honest 
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honest. isn’t ready know 
what honesty is, can’t feel con- 
cerned about the consequences dis- 
honesty, then isn’t ready held 
responsible for the ideas and the be- 
havior that define honest. The 
developing abilities, the gradually 

interests, and the newly 
aroused needs, well the slowly 
differentiating emotions the child 
must related the mora! concepts 
that are introduced and the methods 
that are used introduce and sup- 
port these ideas and values. 

Knowledge Versus Action 

What taking place when moral de- 

ment the child learning distin- 
guish between right and wrong, while 

simultaneously becoming aware 

avoid what wrong. moral devel- 
opment the child exchanging moral 
behavior devoid moral concepts, for 
moral behavior instigated moral 
concepts tied suitable motivational 
system. greatest importance here 

concentrate harnessing moral 
knowledge the motivational system. 
This true because studies show that 
there broad gap between moral 
knowledge and moral action. Moral 
action characteristically the result 
not knowledge, but proper 
ation combined with knowledge. 

moral guidance the question 
method considerable importance. 
How can person best stimulate what 

wants the child? obtain the 
desired results one must inform the 
child, must give him suitable ex- 
amples, and must discipline him 
properly. While the school formal 
institution, and thus tends almost ex- 

the use formal methods, 
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the teacher should encouraged 
remember that there considerable 
evidence indicate that informal me- 
thods guidance and learning are 
more crucially related the formation 

character than are formal methods. 
The knowledge, the feeling, the action 
that the teacher systematically imposes 

evokes characteristically devel- 
oped and implemented informal 
social groups the school playground, 
the neighborhood, the family circle. 
Discipline and example are really ef- 
fective only insofar what the teach- 

provides accepted the group 
into which introduced. 

Methods Moral Guidance 

Moral development should largely 
determine the methods used 
moral guidance. excellent 
analysis relates developmental charac- 

methodological treatment. 
the basic needs and the largely undif- 
ferentiated emotions determine the be- 
havior the child. The infant does 
not respond more sophisticated 
tural pressures, because him any de- 
mands other than those incident 
himself are meaningless. Feelings 
obligation and remorse, associated 
with the development and the differen- 
tiation the self are not yet evi- 
dence. early childhood, 
trasted with infancy, the teacher 
should concentrate the behavior 
the child and not upon ideas reason- 
ing. The child told what right 
without much, any, explanation. 
Reward and punishment are used 
relation pleasure and pain elicit 
and perpetuate the desired type 
conduct. The child responds morally 

the approval his peers, and the 
emotionally meaningful adults his 
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psychological environment. When 
child treated consistently line 
with proper eonceptions good re- 
sponds with the desired habits. 
this age the correlation between moral 
ideas and conduct for all prac- 
tical purposes zero. The older child 
reasons about moral problems and 

ready apply principles their 
solution. With the use reason and 
with the application principle 
sense right and wrong indepen- 
dent moral ideas begin appear. The 
conscience slowly takes over the 
tion formerly served exclusively the 
forbidding and the 
niques. The child has internalized 
his own standards well the stand- 
ards the people with whom lives 
and plays (6). 

The Laws Learning Function 

Experimental results the psychol- 
ogy learning show that providing 
moral guidance the teacher and the 
parent can profitably the following 
things. First, the teacher should re- 

member that the general principles and 
practices learning apply like 
measure moral learning. Thus the 

child must told repeatedly what 
right and wrong. must encour- 
aged act habitually the right way. 

must inspired behave mor- 
ally. For the child morality must 
something concrete and tangible, aad 
related directly his life. Never- 
theless the child matures the teacher 
should the alert change his 
methods from the level ex- 
ample the level more abstract 
generalization. Teaching for transfer 

particularly useful training for 
morality. The experimental evidence 
indicates that concrete verbal instruc- 

tion superior all other types 
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guidance. Other useful methods 
moral guidance are demonstrating the 
correct act, artifically preventing the 
commission errors, calling attention 

the correct features problem, 
and putting the child through the cor- 
rect act. The teacher will doubtless 
agree that guided moral learning 
better than unguided moral learning. 

should also know that moral guid- 

small amounts and early 

better done gradually than abruptly. 
When child encouraged re-ex- 
perience repeat desired moral 
idea moral act, that repetition, 

panied success failure, and 
must active and exploratory. Some 
psychologists feel that the value 
guidance decreases the amount in- 

and the later introduced 
the learning process (9, 13). 

the three methods used moral 
namely instruction, 

pline, and example, the question dis- 
cipline merits special brief note. 
Through discipline the child trained 

accept and act upon standards 
behavior that are desirable. Good 
discipline involves obtaining moral be- 
havior reasonable way, without re- 
course force. Discipline guiding 
the child that which has been 
told good, and inhibit that which 

has been told bad. Successful dis- 
cipline evident children when they 
automatically good while feeling 
pleased. This integrates knowledge, 

action and the motivational complex 
into one functional unit. 

The Effect 

has been suggested that key idea 
underlying the discipline children 
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the law effect. This central 
concept modern learning theory 
(11). states that reward and pun- 
ishment fixate desirable behavior and 
eliminate undesirable behavior. 
must recognized, however, that this 
emphasis the law effect the 
moral guidance children has only 
qualified usefulness. Allport (1) 
writes that works well with younger 
children who are not ego involved, who 

not actively participate the for- 
mulations and the directions their 
ideas and their behavior, and who 

not have self activating interest sys- 
tems. the child grows older and 
as, consequence his behavior, be- 
comes more complex, effect, the ma- 

jor principle learning, longer 
adequate (10). With the appearance 

abstract behavior, with the appear- 
ance free choice, simple associa- 
tionistic-hedonistic approach moral 
guidance works exclusively. 
The self developing something 
rational and free cannot reduced 

emotional tension. moral guid- 
ance becomes less and less mechanical, 

pleasure and satisfaction, means 
achieving goodness, must give place 
interests values that make pos- 
sible behavior that sometimes pun- 
ishing the self the interests 
achieving higher goal higher set 

values. the rational free self 
that must trained mobilize its 
energies the direction the good 
when the road toward that good un- 
pleasant and dissatisfying. The dis- 
tinguishing mark the transition 
moral development and moral guidance 
from external sanctions internal 
sanctions the appearance renun- 
ciation. When the older child begins 

feel obligated, when acts from 
sentiments honor and duty, when 
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begins sacrifice his own voli- 
tion, then has passed from deter- 
mination his ideas and his behavior 

the principle effect, that deter- 
mination the principle con- 
science. When conscience can, under 
certain overcome the 
effect internal and external punish- 
ment, then one has achieved his pro- 
gram moral guidance the kind in- 
dividual who can stand above the 
tates convention and convenience. 

Scientific Studies 

Finally, what know about the 
nature the children the nature 
the raw material that must guided 
toward morality? Scientific studies 

provide useful information 
These materials are quite extensive, 

but unfortunately they are not too well 
integrated thought out even the 
best manuals child and adolescent 
psychology. The teacher should learn 
how measure character through in- 

terviews, through case studies, through 

achievement tests, through attitude 
seales, and through projective tech- 
niques. should consult the studies 
that show how character influenced 

both nature and nurture. The lat- 
ter, nurture, especially important 
because something can done about 
it. Nurture includes the facts about 

the home, about one’s associates, the 

church, school, recreation, about sex 

differences, accidents, illnesses, injur- 

ies, and about temperament and the 
motivational systems these relate 

and determine moral behavior. 
There are hundreds scientific 

studies the chil- 
dren relation morality and 
moral conduct. Even cursory ex- 
amination the literature will pro- 
vide extremely useful information for 
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the parent and the teacher such 
topics knowledge and character, the 
effect movies, honesty and cheating, 
delinquency and attitudes toward pro- 
perty and the law, the ideals, the 
values, and the heroes children, pre- 
judice and beliefs, religious and moral 
convictions, church attendance and re- 
ligious affiliation, God experiences, 
moral inconsistency and religious 
ticism, shame, guilt, and conscience. 

Studies with information these and 
related topics, often discriminatingly 
reported the literature, 
provide background information 
about the child that indispensable 
any effective program moral guid- 
ance. Without the knowledge pro- 
vided such studies the child, even 
the best grounded system moral 
guidance, using the best guidance 
methods, would fall considerably short 

achieving the objective the happy 
child and the good 

Summary 

way summary, moral guidance 
the child presupposes essential 

ingredients concern with well de- 
fined set ethical principles, imple- 

mented sound religious beliefs, 

knowledge moral development and 

character, continuing search for 

sequence methods sensibly related 
the corresponding level development 

the child, and thorough knowledge 

what the children are like whom the 
teacher proposes guide good moral 
conduct. one wishes moral growth 

proceed the right direction 

optimal pace and optimal degree 
the above factors must brought 

bear situation where the child 
physically healthy, emotionally secure, 

self-control, and inspired 
his religion want the good and 
happy with (2). 
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ELETOUCH, 
lights store window 
night when beam intercep- 

ted passing pedestrian, apt 
symbol the dynamic teacher. 
thrilling effect produced upon the 
unsuspecting passerby, when the win- 
dow suddenly becomes aglow his 
passing. with the teacher who 
possesses goodly accumulation 
leadership and enthusiasm, real love 
for the children, and genuine in- 
terest teaching. The human 
touch can change the drab, common- 
place, prosaic atmosphere class- 
room into one dynamism, power, 

ideals, worthwhile achievement. 

Whether the teacher aware there- 
not, his personality does have 

effect upon the responses his pupils. 
Why does one teacher attract and an- 
other repel? Why does one teacher 
inspire love and admiration while an- 
other his very presence arouses sen- 
timents and attitudes friction and 

sought after while another avoided 
Fundamentally that very elu- 

sive and mysterious something known 
personality that creates the differ- 

ence. dealing with personality, 
one dealing with numerous intangi- 
bles which defy satisfactory definition. 
Yet, one dealing with reality that 
possesses tremendous potential either 
for good for all factors 
that enter into the teacher personality 

effects his guidance the child 
can discussed short article, yet 

few the major items will given 
brief treatment. 

Factor number one human rela- 
tionships the classroom the atti- 
tude the teacher toward his work. 
When the teacher really loves his work, 
the majority the children will en- 
joy working with him. Enthusiasm 
contagious. The teacher who alive 

the interests and needs his pu- 
pils, who consistently maintains 
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and peaceful serenity, even 
times when one the other child does 
become bit irritable, will teacher 
who loved and admired. 

Such teacher will developing 
similar qualities his pupils. Chil- 
dren are great imitators. They not 
stop with admiration, but are invari- 
ably found imitating even the 
most insignificant habits and manner- 
isms the teacher. 

School 

When Larry was the fourth grade 
was listless, apathetic, never cared 

whether went school played 
truant. Needless say was keen 
and adept the latter. Constant 
urging, coaxing, entreating punish- 
ing the part parent teacher 
could not alter the situation. Larry’s 
whole attitude toward school and 
everything connected with school was 
adverse, 

Now Larry the fifth grade. 
Completely forgotten are his old hab- 
its tardiness and apathy. His par- 
ents wisely made comment, won- 
dering how long would last. “It’s 
too good true,” remarked his 
mother half under her breath 

Weeks roll into months, 
but never once does Larry grumble 

about going nor voice his old 
complaints “tummy-ache” “head- 
ache.” 

Finally visiting day arrived. 
didn’t take Larry’s mother ten minutes 

see why the youngsters were captiv- 
ated that dynamic little Miss 
Brown, the “new” teacher. Going 

school was “worthwhile” Larry now. 

The “Charged” Personality 

The above example that came re- 
cently the writer’s attention but 

one many cases that could cited. 
Good teachers, and even superior 
teachers, are found nearly every 
school. Thousands boys and girls 
are daily profiting both their in- 
structions and their personalities. 
What the teacher and what does 

far more weight the child- 
mind than what says. 

One might profitably quote here 
from the code the National 
League Teachers’ association: “We 
believe that one who aspires 
leader youth must have first all, 
character, that subtle 
able quality which finer than the 
finest deed, greater than the greatest 
facts, which but transcends 

honor sense what right, just, 
and true, with course life corres- 
ponding thereto.” 

essential for every teacher, but the 
teacher who aspires the most for 
her pupils must also either possess, 
develop along with the highest integ- 
rity character, personality that 
charged with all the potentialities 
winning youth want achieve these 
same high ideals. 

That the difference between the 
ordinary teacher and the dynamic per- 
sonality. the difference 
tween the ordinary classroom which 
lessons are routinely recited and new 
assignments routinely announced, and 
the classroom that has been converted 
into pleasant, industrious workshop 

which all are eager and 

learn. That the difference between 
the clasroom where “bedlam” let 
loose, and the one that hums with pur- 
poseful, useful, interesting activity. 

Like Teachers, Like Subjects 

Numerous research studies have 
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been made concerning the “best liked” 
and “least liked” “disliked” teach- 
ers (31, 36, 39, Such inves- 
tigations have been carried out not 
only means reports from chil- 
dren, but also putting the questions 

adults, asking them look back 
upon their elementary school years and 

the qualities teachers 
that they liked and those they disliked. 

These investigations revealed such 

qualities kindliness, understanding 
and sympathy, vivacity, sense hu- 

mor, friendly personality, general, 
the “human” qualities. The teacher 
who personally interested the wel- 

fare the student the friendly and 
sociable teacher, the teacher who shows 
genuine enthusiasm, and who encour- 

ages pupil participation, this the 
teacher liked.” 

Most disliked are teachers who show 
sarcasm, who exhibit superiority 
complex, who are meddlesome but 
not genuinely help the child. 

data received directly from chil- 
dren, the picture the teacher es- 
sentially the same. Children strongly 
dislike teachers who are given un- 
fairness, partiality, and who are too 
strict too lax discipline. They 
dislike the one who ridicules, threat- 

ens, frightens, punishes without just 

cause, and ignores individual differ- 

teacher liked best children 
the one who understands vhildren, who 

kind and sympathetic, who makes 
things interesting and clear, the one 

who helps the pupil “learn lot.” 
Snyder (41) says that “when chil- 

dren really dislike teacher, like- 
that the personal adjustment that 

teacher unsatisfactory.” reports 
also that Townsend maintains that “the 
chances are seven one that child 
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will have least two unstable psy- 
teachers his twelve years 

schooling.” Broad statements these, 
and not taken lightly members 

the teaching profession 

How the Child’s Personality Develops 

When one realizes how the child 
personality unfolds and develops dur- 
ing his early years school life, one 
will recognize the value study 
the foregoing. Only studying his 
own personality, the impacts mak- 
ing the classroom, the social inter- 
action among the children themselves, 
and the emerging child personality, can 
the teacher know what guide 
the child channeling his personality 
toward desirable goals. 

The child’s personality develops 
through the continual interaction 
his own physical, social and mental 
self with all the elements his envi- 
ronment. This interaction 

process functioning one di- 
rection another. There neutral 
point. the child gaining 

the development desirable personal- 

strengthening undesirable ones. 

Since personality development takes 
place through experience, follows 
that all the child’s school experiences 

well those his out-of-school life 
leave their stamp upon his emerging 

personality. 

Herein lies the teacher’s golden op- 
portunity providing the experiences 
that will bring fruition the best, the 
highest, the noblest into well-inte- 

grated and well-balanced personality. 

Individual Differences 

most important item for the teach- 
bear mind the fact that 

What two children are exactly alike. 
¥ 
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may good for one, could prove harm- 
ful another. Each child unique 
character and must considered 
such reap maximum benefit 
from his educational 

Recognizing individual differences, 
the teacher will carefully study each 
child, analyzing the factors which 

most needs guidance and direction. 
One child may need greater freedom 

counteract the unduly strict 

Another child who comes from 
home where too much freedom al- 

lowed will profit greater firmness 
and strictness the part the 
teacher. 

The child who comes from the “re- 
jected” home needs emotional accep- 
tance both from the children school 
and from the teacher. When be- 
gins feel that “belongs” the 
school, will begin develop feel- 
ing security which can greatly help 
his personality development. 

Some children have 
orless and expressionless personalities 

result continual and excessive 
repression home. These can 
helped being provided opportuni- 
ties for the proper and legitimate ex- 
pression their emotions. 

For some children opportunities for 
competition provide the necessary out- 
lets for pent-up enthusiasm for others 

must definitely reduced mini- 
mum uatil their unfounded fears and 
anxieties have been allayed. Some 
need more competition sports, others 

the child who has been constant- 
punished home, and whom 

every word taken reprimand, 
the teacher must use utmost care 

avoid whatever could interpreted 
him punishment. 

Other Problems 

the socalled good child, who 
never bothers anyone and remains shut- 

within himself, the teacher must 
pay especial attention. His inhibited 
and withdrawing tendencies mark him 

the problem child that most often 
overlooked, yet the very one whose 
need greatest. Here the teacher 
must indiret way “set the stage” 

speak for his social participation 
both the classroom and the recrea- 
tion periods. The earlier his problem 

recognized, the better are his chances 
for developing healthy, wholesome 
personality. 

Again there are the children who 
for one reason another have home 
life which, while not directly harmful, 

monotonous and drab. These chil- 
dren have real fun and pleasure ex- 
cept what provided school. Their 
interest usually easy arouse, and 
the little pleasures that the teacher can 
provide are readily accepted and great- 

appreciated. will not take much 
time for the alert teacher spot these 
children, and provide suitable activ- 
ities for them. 

Another child who needs help the 
one who never given any responsibil- 
ity home elsewhere. Some 
teachers may find provide 
ample opportunity for responsibility 
for pupils who are utterly irrespon- 
sible. Yet certain aspects their 
personalities will undeveloped the 
teacher neglects this point. Often the 
teacher will feel that can 
thing better and more quickly 
or, can have another child with 
less disturbance and greater skill, than 

this child. But when will the lat- 
ter learn responsibility never 
given Or, the teacher 
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unwilling bear with his slowness, 
his mistakes, his failures along the 

may not easy task for 
the teacher, but the service does for 
this child developing responsibility 

invaluable. 

“Nothing Succeeds Like 

The old motto, “Nothing succeeds 
like one the teacher should 
never forget. The slow child, the back- 
ward child, the retarded child, the 
child with any particular difficulty 
needs something which can suc- 

ceed. the teacher studies those pu- 
pils who are always the lower end 

the class, may find that they have 
developed attitude hard describe. 
They know they can never compete 
with the boys and girls the head 
the class, nor even with those occupy- 
ing middle place. Hence, they early 
settle back into forced complaisancy 
that nothing they can will benefit 

them anyway. “Why becomes 
their unspoken reply, their silent in- 
differentism. 

From the many cases known the 
writer, two are here presented. Betty, 

third grade girl, failure all 
subjects, was given special attention 
during the art period which some 
cutting and pasting was done. She 
worked hard after some encourage- 
ment, and with little from 
time time, did produce fairly ac- 
ceptable piece work. The alert 
teacher praised her publicly for her 
“fine” work, and was amply repaid 
the warm smile that lit the little 
face and the feeling satisfaction that 

radiated from one who was experienc- 
ing her first real success. Needless 

say, this little incident was the begin- 
ning marked change for the better 

Betty’s personality. 
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Ted had failed the fourth grade, and 
had repeat. But “new” teacher 
was charge the fourth grade this 
year, one who was accustomed study 
children well books. Ted knew 
that the teacher knew was re- 
peater, and consequently ventured 
let her know that really wanted 
“make the grade this year.” His fears 
were allayed the moment caught the 
teacher’s warm sympathy and kindly 
understanding. felt that really 
had friend, that she would “pass” 
him, and meant cooperate. 
didn’t say many words, but 

his actions proved meant it. This 
understanding teacher had the pleasure 

seeing repeater low normal in- 
telligence, through hard work actually 
achieving average grades most sub- 
jects. Ted’s parents testified his en- 
tirely different outlook school that 
year. Ted liked his teacher, actu- 
ally liked subjects hated before, and 

“passed.” Personality changes for 
Ted were obvious. Encouragement, 

opportunity for success, sympathetic 
understanding, were 
used this teacher bringing about 

desirable personality changes 
youngster that had been adverse 
everything. 

Some children, particularly later 
childhood and adolescence, 

helped better insight into their 
personality irregularities which are the 
cause their many difficulties. 
tactful guidance and indirect refer- 
ences, the teacher can often lead such 

child see himself others see him. 
Once the child accepts this, wants 

something about it. Personality 
tests are help this end. 

While possible for the regular 
classroom teacher assist most pupils 

the development well-integrated 
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personalities, there may one other 
serious problem that cannot rem- 
edied short specifie professional 
services. The teacher should able 

discern such, and recommend the 

psychologist the psychiatrist, the 
case may demand, 

Understanding the Child Essential 

utterly impossible for the teach- 
guide the personality develop- 

ment his pupils deep un- 
derstanding children. The teacher 
would gain immeasurably would 

times digress from the usual prob- 
lems, and study the ambitions 

and interests his pupils. 

Atmore (29) tells how was in- 

terested seeing whether could 
secure gain peer favor for certain 

who were low class estima- 
tion. Accordingly set aside one 
week try two children 
who possessed good qualities that had 
gone unnoticed, 

Pressure work often makes teach- 
ers feel that they have time left 
study children. But that precisely 
where they should concentrate their 
best efforts. Children need approval 

both peers and adults. Failures 

need not stigmas. Errors and omis- 

sions can used stepping stones 
success. One cannot erase the child’s 
faulty habits, but can replace them 
with correct ones, When one keeps 
mind the maturity level the child, 
its special behavior that level, to- 
gether with the individual differences 
functioning each case, then 

position guide effectually the 
child’s growth personality. 

their extensive researches, Cook 

and Leeds (32) found that the atti- 

tudes individual teachers toward pu- 
pils was definitely related the pupils’ 
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attitude toward teachers. Numerous 
other studies those Ander- 
son (28), Herrick (35), Fornwalt 
(34), and others (1, 25, 30, 37, 
38) corroborate the inter-functioning 

the teacher-pupil relationships 
the Through appropriate 
study, possible for the teacher 
gain deeper understanding chil- 
dren, their needs, their values, their 
problems, and their ability think 
and plan independently. This not 
only facilitates learning but vital 

element the growth healthy and 
well-integrated personality. 

Additional Helps for the Teacher 

clear that the teacher who 
knows the danger signals 

nizes the child’s need for help 
much nip the incipient 
the bud. alerted Helen’s shy- 
ness, Jack’s day-dreaming, Mary’s 

word recognition, Tom’s 
inability arithmetic, Roger’s 
negativism, Bill’s aggressiveness, 
each child’s peculiar difficulty, and 
wants something help him. 

There are numerous helps for the 
teacher today. Books and manuals 
treat every possible child disturb- 
ance; tests and questionnaires aid 
analyzing the child’s problem. 
many places the services the school 
psychologists, the psychiatrist, soc- 
ial worker, children’s and 
the like are the disposal the teach- 

for cases beyond her ability rem- 
edy. Often, however, the class- 
room teacher who must spot the case 
and make the referral, that referral 

maximum benefit. has been stated 
that many individuals now occupying 
beds psychiatric hospitals would not 

there had their elementary school 
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teachers “discovered” them years ago 
(40.) 
Among the numerous tests for the 

assessment personality the ele- 
mentary and junior high school levels 

the Child Personality Scale (5, 10, 
11, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24). This 
arranged permit each child 

judged his classmates, his teach- 
ers, and himself twenty-two sepa- 
rate components personality. When 
the child made aware the fact 
that his job develop the kind 

grown-up, readily assumes more re- 
sponsibility this regard, looks more 
objectively the scores receives 
from peers and teachers, and accepts 
the challenge “better” his score the 
next time. constructive building 

the child’s own personality with the 
“wanted” assistance the teacher 
where needs guidance. 

Giving the pupil opportunity 
express himself and his attitudes to- 
ward his teacher (3, 13) another 
avenue that frequently opens hither- 

unknown doors improved teacher- 
pupil relationships. has also given 

security the child who 
made feel that the teacher considers 
his valued judgments. 
perly and with complete and correct 
understanding the part both pu- 
pil and teacher, teacher-rating pu- 
pils has resulted greater prestige for 
the teacher the eyes his pupiis, 
and improved human relationships 
the classroom. 

When the child constantly studied, 
and results progress are preserved 

the school office file, data will soon 
accumulate which presents fairly ade- 
quate picture each pupil indi- 
vidual. these are included the re- 
sults both individual and group in- 

telligence tests, achievement tests, tests 
and ratings personality, inter- 
est, work habits, study skills. 

Also recorded are questionnaires 
filled out parents concerning home 
and family conditions notations ob- 
servations made home visits the 
teacher, the child’s health history, soc- 
ial history, and whatever other perti- 
nent information the teacher may 
cure relative the child’s attitudes, 
progress regress, together with rea- 
sons for same, known. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The child’s personality potential 
practically unlimited. But the guid- 
ance and direction thereof fruitful 
fulfillment may depend considerably 

the environmental influence the 
child. Not the least these his 
school experiences. These can prove 
the making healthy personality, 
the preventing such. 

few the more important points 
briefly this article aid 

the teacher guiding the emerging 
child personality include: 

The child’s school experiences 
should recognized worthwhile 
him. 

The teacher should take con- 
scious and definite means studying 
and improving his own personality and 
inter-personal contacts with pupils. 

rule children will in- 
terested the subjects taught they 
like the teaching personality. 

The teacher should study the 
impacts social interaction the 
classrom upon the individual children. 

Always cognizant individual 
differences, the teacher should provide 
for the real needs the individual 
child. 

Helps, such tests, rating 
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scales, and life records, should used 
learn more about the child. 

Referrals specialists should 
made promptly and without hesita- 

tion when 
Continuous child study and ob- 

servation should part every 
teacher’s daily classroom preparation. 

let the teacher re- 
minded that the changing 
behavior the child furnish him with 
the opportunity for developing desir- 
able patterns behavior. Further, 

known that the child can come 
understanding behavior when pre- 
sented with analytical approach. 
This, followed insight through ex- 
perience actually achieving benefi- 

results, makes for continued 
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growth toward desirable goals. 
italizing upon this, the teacher can ar- 
range school experiences for the child 

provide that mutual give-and- 
take from which well-balanced per- 
sonality 

Teachers group hold what 
possibly the greatest vital key the 
growth and development wholesome, 
healthy, and well-balanced personali- 
ties. Youth the golden age for the 
establishment socially integrated be- 
havior behavior that cooperative, 
flexible, adaptive, and objective be- 
havior that the same time morally 
sound, righteous, and just. The task 

great, but not beyond the capacity 
the sincere, earnest, and conscienti- 

ous teacher. 
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COMPREHENSIVE appraisal 
the under considera- 

tion must necessarily con- 
cerned with several disciplines. One 
might logically refer sequence 
philosophy, philosophy education, 
philosophy education, guid- 

ance and the delimitation 

such guidance into its manifold rami- 

fications. 
philosophy embodies the ultimate, 

the esthetic, the artistic. That the 

manifestations the true, the good, 

and the beautiful should made avail- 
able full measure the growing 
child harmony with psychological 
development obvious. offer less 
would deprive the child kis natural 
rights complete participation the 
extensive culture the human race. 

Permanent Place 

That the child should exposed 
the best musie consonant with his 

ability appreciate, understand, and 

Most educators recognize music hav- 
ing permanent place the 
lum and hope keep there. Among 
the educators there consider- 
able agreement that music for the ma- 
jority children largely the 
realm appreciation with emphasis 
also, course, upon joyous participa- 
tion individual and group activities. 
The foregoing includes only brief 
statement few important aims and 
objectives, 

The education the child 
and the role that guidance plays the 
educative process, while readily dicho- 
tomized paper, are not easily 
separated real life activities. Cer- 
tainly, clear can 
drawn between music instruction and 

guidance, but they overlap 
frequently that times one may 
considered concomitant with the other. 
This particularly true the lower 
levels the educational ladder. Also, 

any adequate estimate, referral now 
and then both philosophic and psy- 
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chological frame ascription re- 
quired. the discussion follow, 
then, there will mention many 
fields endeavour. 

Statistical Distribution 

One approach the role music 
guiding the child could from 

statistical point view. Let the 
ginning the distribution with the 
musically elite. Very few children 
are truly musically gifted the strict 
connotation the expression. Those 
who might eventually aspire con- 
cert career similar level virtuos- 
ity performance, those who will 
later plan scale the heights crea- 
tive composition aspire finesse 

interpretation the conductor’s 
podium, and those who will look for- 
ward mastery musical theory, 
history, acoustics, psychology, musicol- 
ogy, and future teaching will, indeed, 

select group. would seem 
conservative place the 
truly musically gifted the upper 
three per cent the population. An- 
alogously, the cream the crop with 
respect intelligence Terman’s 
classification only one-quarter one 
per cent large cross-section. 
small group the musically gifted 

this sense undoubtedly are, they 
need guidance. For the music educa- 
tor and music psychologist, what 
challenging opportunity for prognosis 

presented here! What loss the 
nation some children this category 
are overlooked 

Some contend that the intellectually 
gifted “will get along anyway” and 
there are those who suggest that the 
musically gifted will seek and find 
their own musical without guid- 
ance. The paucity numbers among 
the musically select impetus 

the argument that elementary and pre- 
secondary schools well the private 
music schools have cater the ma- 
jority. However, can said that 
every child deserves the very best type 

guidance. Curricularly and other- 
wise, music both for the few and for 
the majority. 

The next highest group musical 
endowment ranging approximately 
from the 77th the 97th percentile 
will probably consider and enter music 

will become musicians and entertain- 
ers. They will need guidance less, 
comparatively speaking, than the tiny 
numbers the gifted. 

The great mass the musically 
average children through sheer num- 
bers alone merit much time and atten- 
tion. The 40th the 76th percentile 
will cover this group fairly well. Even 
the lowest numbers representing the 
group below the 40th percentile can 

served line with their music ap- 
titudes and interests. 

Thus, statistically speaking, one can 
run the gamut the abilities, inter- 
ests, and achievements along musical 

lines comprising every child the 
various school ages and levels. 

Three-fold Classification 

approach the guidance 
the child may well utilize three- 

fold classification determining the 
type and extent such guidance. 
Some children will follow music 
profession. large number will pur- 
sue hobby. The vast majority 
will retain solely diversion. 
Practically all children will need 
means living more fully. 

appraise and counsel the child 
manner that will result his maxi- 

mum musical growth would appear 
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fundamental and axiomatic any 
combined philosophy and psychology 

music guidance. providing for 
individual differences and among 

children minimum level worth- 
while accomplishment can expected 

the majority. 

From cross-sectional and longitud- 
inal studies involving the evaluation 
the musical abilities children, 
evident that those even with modi- 
cum endowment can profit greatly 
from curriculum carefully geared for 
bringing each child his maximum 
musical stature. well known that 
complete music guidance and ac- 

companying challenging curri- 
culum are not provided many areas 

the nation, 

Musically Oriented 

How best musically orient the grow- 
ing child? This can effected 
introducing the child the best mu- 
sical idioms with rhythm, melody, and 
harmony playing their respective 
These roles should psychologically 
slanted and with meaning for the child. 
There are many ways attaining this 
objective. The teacher can select in- 
strumental activities from assemblages 

like rhythm bands, harmonica bands, 
orchestra and bands various hues 
and complexions, each organized 
suit specific grade level and stage 
musical growth. The primary grades 

are especially adaptable for the organ- 
ization rhythm bands, the harmon- 
ica band caters admirably the in- 
strumental the intermediate 
and upper elementary grades, while 
orchestra band junior high school 
plane can prove veritable shot the 
arm both individual and group 

the school. 

Vocal Music 

Vocal music plays prominent part 
the provision for the organization 
school music. fact, there 

provision for only limited amount 
music school, will probably 
solely vocal nature. Singing 

organized that will fulfill 
its appreciative and participatory pur- 
pose. Periods rest alternate sec- 
tions the class with the intent 
pupils listening help develop 
powers aural observation. Listening 

good vocal music well performed 
way the phonograph films has its 
apparent advantages. prime aim for 
the existence music for the child 
its enjoyment. There can joy 
listening and actively taking part 
either the same different times. 

Sight-Singing 

phase music that neglected 
throughout the elementary school today 

the subject sight-singing. Teach- 
ers frequently avoid this technical as- 
pect singing. requires more con- 
centration the part teacher and 
pupil than the lesson appre- 
ciation the rote learning songs. 
Many teachers feel 
equipped teach the subject, yet 
requirement for elementary school 

position especially urban schools. 
the learning any skill mean- 

ingful review and repetition must play 
their part before the can con-’ 
sidered consolidated the point 
overlearning. lack continuity 
from grade grade often respon- 
sible for that lack sight-reading- 

ability that prevalent 
many school systems. 

The majority children are taught 
read and understand words, phrases, 

and sentences. comparable number 
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can taught hum sight new, 
simple melody which one might see 

store, meet church choir, notice 

some areas has been demonstrated 
that efficient planning, instruction, mo- 

tivation, and guidance the pre-sec- 
ondary level can easily ensure this 
minimum achievement music. Sim- 
ple arithmetical skill taken for 
granted. Skill numbers secured 

building number concepts and ac- 
quiring facility their use cer- 
tain amount review, repetition, and 

problem solving. 

The art sight-singing the re- 

sult learning the relativity tonal 
memories, overlearning their interval 
distances, and consolidating the tonal 
impressions ample practice vari- 
ous sight-singing situations. the 
realization this goal matters little 
whether the prevailing mode in- 
struction the movable doh fixed 

Once sight-singing method 

decided upon, immaterial whether 

the method spells “doh” d-o d-o-h, 

leaving age the pupils should able 
recite tonally the more common in- 

tervals without being conscious any 
special methodology. 

Spiritual Values 

The spiritual values good music 
often intangible and hardly subject 
calibrative appraisal are none the 

less real and conducive the all round 
growth the individual child. 
possess such merits the need not 

religious mode, but must 
good with inherent qualities unity, 
purity, and universal appeal. 
possible for music that highly na- 
tionalistic nature modern 

form have these traits. Too often 
the American child grows and be- 
comes embedded modern musical 
idiom that inclined one two 
musical schools thought. Cowboy 
music example. Even though 
western music characteristically 
American, its exclusive following 
there lack universality taste 
and appreciation for the rich literature 

music. 

Gutding the Child 

The educational guidance the 
child towards sound, beneficial, gen- 
eral education will include some music 

least appreciation, singing, and 
sight-singing addition for 
many, the pursuit instrumental mu- 
sic. Elementary and junior high 
school students, who have the abilities 

for music and the necessary interests 
for the subject avocation full 
time career, will pursue diversified 
amounts and degrees the theory, his- 
tory music, and harmony order 

prepared for advanced harmony, 
counterpoint, orchestration, composi- 
tion, and allied subjects the senior 
high school level. fine, they should 

guided towards not only general 
education, but also towards general 
education 

educational guidance and voca- 

tional guidance worthy the 
name entail the appraisal indivi- 
duals competent music teachers 

series interviews and perform- 

ances. Aptitude and achievement tests 
can throw considerable light 

upon problems these kinds. Music 
reports and musical case histories es- 
pecially over reasonable period 
time, can further the prognosis. For 
the consideration music many 
levels professional pursuit, 

4 
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necessary begin prognosis early 
life possible, since music demands 
longer time apprenticeship than 

most occupations, particularly mu- 
sical endeavour stressing perform- 
ance. this endeavour the classroom 
teacher, the school music teacher, the 

music supervisor, the private music 
all can cooperate bring 

about worthwhile results. 

The writer thinks music guidance 
procedure including all indivi- 

duals from early childhood onward. 
Then, the problem becomes mainly 
question what kind music and 
how much should one receive 
school and elsewhere. The analysis 
the problem this way appears 

over simplification, yet embraces 
area that well nigh comprehen- 

sive philosophy education. 

Diagnostic Measures 

order discover the kind and 
amount music made available, 

necessary probe and diagnose, 
which are essential functions any 
guidance program. The evaluation 
musical aptitudes would constitute 
major aspect the guidance proce- 

dure. The basic psycho-physical tal- 
ents pitch, rhythm, timbre, time, 
loudness, and tonal memory would 
normally among the first 
tested. helpful know voice qual- 

ity and voice range, rhythm and pitch 

and feeling for structure. 

best these are merely the beginning 
overall gauging musical tal- 

ents. superior sense pitch and 

other requisites like finger dexterity 
and bow hand might indicate place 
for the junior high school student 
the string section the school orches- 
tra. Excellent rhythm but poor pitch 
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might the deciding factor for place- 
ment with the section. 
Along with fundamental talents good 
quality and range voice are needed 

the school chorus glee 
dividual diagnosis each child one 
means discovering the type and ex- 
tent guidance 

Other facets guidance program 
would highlight the testing 

academic intelligence because vari- 
ous degrees musical interpretation 
and achievement call for different de- 
grees such intelligence. The meas- 
urement social intelligence emerges 
when considering the whole musical 
personality. The physiological equip- 
ment the individual, especially 
where digital and oral execution are 

the picture, combines characteris- 
ties essential for complete counseling. 
Health, endurance, and vitality, not 
forgetting boredom will determine 
the numbers and lengths ses- 

sions, music practices, and some 
cases whether not the child has the 
stamina for trip with the school or- 
chestra band. 

Therapeutic Values 

Not the least the list should 
array moral values and ethical 

items guide for steady philoso- 
phy life. The close alliance mu- 
sic with the emotional nature the 

child suggests strongly that music 
guidance could eminently 
that did not take cognizance the 

one the best means releasing ten- 
sions and pent feelings. the 
emotions and their wise direction 
appropriate channels one the out- 
standing needs the age. this re- 
spect music can qualify one the 
best 
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Leisure Moments 

final role—and one for which 

the provision for leisure time activities. 

One major cause juvenile delinquen- 

the misuse leisure moments. 
wholesome recreation can 

help fill the gap. The working week 

shorter and with its con- 
traction has come increasing periods 
spare time. These can used for 
weal woe. The child today the 
pre-adolescent and adolescent to- 
morrow and the adult the next mor- 
row. can help leading the 
child morrow that complete and 
satisfying. 

BOOK REVIEWS 

How Improve Classroom Testing. 

Odell. Dubuque: Wm. Brown 

Co., 1953. Pp. 156. 

Intended provide the classroom 

teacher with relatively non-technical 

guide the construction and administra- 

tion informal home-made tests 

achievement, this will find ready 

acceptance both the elementary and 

secondary school levels.. Practically every 

teacher faced, one time another, 

with the job preparing test. This 

condensed will provide the kind 

assistance needs preparing, admin- 

istering, and scoring his own tests. Once 

the subject has been mastered, will 

prove time-saver.—S. AMATORA. 
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more deeply into the mechanics testing 

and related subjects, this book highly 

which completely revised, the author 

presents the fundamentals statistics 

that will most useful the educational 
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answers follow the various chapters. The 

text written clear and con- 

cise, that should readily understood 

the average teacher.—S. AMATORA. 

Controls From Within. Fritz Redl 

and David Wineman. Glencoe, The 

Free Press, 1952. Pp. 332. 

companion the above volume, this 

book emphasizes the treatment dis- 

turbed children, and shows the implica- 

tions helping the normal child develop 

adequate self control. The children’s prob- 

lems should treated they emerge 

daily life situations. Incidents mischief 

and failure adjust can used help 

child benefit therefrom. Conflict situa- 

tions can utilized support their own 

insight and further self control. These 

and other techniques can real value 

the teacher, parent, and all who deal 

with children and want achieve better 

understanding dealing with behavioral 

problems.—S. AMATORA. 

Practical Psychology. Bern- 

hardt. New York: Book Co., 

1953. Pp. 337. $3.75. 
Retaining scientific 

avoiding technical terminology this prac- 

person untrained psychology. covers 

all the topics introductory psychology, 

child training, mental hygiene, 

sonal adjustment. The reader further 

aided summary outline the end 

each chapter, lists further readings, 

glossary psychological terms, and ques- 

tions for self-checking knowledge and 

comprehension. The book recommended 

all teachers and other busy persons who 

desire gain maximum from mini- 

mum time.—S. AMATORA. 
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His latest book, “Principles Educational Psy- 
systematic problems, occupational 

OCATIONAL interests are atti- 
tudes like-dislike toward 
things and activities voca- 

tional significance. For better for 
worse, these attitudes play impor- 
tant role life adjustment, because 
one’s part his way 
life. may be, Guthrie has pointed 
out, that “more information con- 

veyed about man when name his 
than when attempt name 

the vague qualities that constitute ex- 
troversion dominance indecision” 
(8). When one knows person’s oc- 
cupation, may often correctly infer 

great deal about his abilities, his 

opinions, his way thinking, and 
those many qualities called “personal- 
ity traits.” able this be- 
cause knows the conditions life 

which has had adjust and the 
kinds habits and traits must have 
developed order adjust success- 

this sense, one’s occupation 
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determines the individual’s status 
society, regulates his goals and values, 
and even controls great extent his 
manner speech and dress, where and 
how lives, what information ac- 
quires, his amusements 
tions. The not only makes 
demands the individual’s time and 
abilities, but every phase per- 
sonal and social life. determines 

large measure with whom the adult 
associates his community, and with 
whom his children associate (16). Vo- 

choice then crucial factor 
the individual’s phychological and 

development. 

Widespread Neglect 

The school has given relatively little 
attention this fact, compared, for 

example, with its concern about the 
child’s achievement and 
health. School programs are not char- 
acteristically voeation-centered and 
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there feeling among educa- 
tors that they should not be. Although 
one correctly opposes the notion that 
purely vocational considerations should 
determine what taught, how 
taught, and whom, this position 

should not blind him the importance 
vocational development educa- 

tion. For evidence this blindness 
one needs but look the text-books 

educational psychology and child de- 
velopment, which the questions 
raised this article are largely ig- 

One reason for this neglect the 

widespread belief that vocational in- 
terests are little significance until 

middle adolescence. What Super (14) 
has called “expressed interests,” 

the child’s expression interest 
bird study nursing engineering, 
have been found repeated studies 

quite unstable. inter- 
ests,” interest patterns measured 
such inventories the Strong Voca- 
tional Interest Blank and the Kuder 
Preference Record, not appear 

measurable any useful way until 
age 15. 

truly useful guiding the 
child, these interest patterns must not 
only fairly stable, but must show 
fairly clear differentiation interests. 
That is, the likes and dislikes must 

sharply enough discriminated show 
trends vocational significance. The 

seems show that interest 

patterns are probably neither well dif- 
ferentiated nor very stable before age 

for the majority American chil- 
dren (3). This finding may easily lead 

the notion that before that age inter- 
ests are hardly worth bothering about. 
But the research also shows Carter 
pointed out, that vocational interests 

can interpreted stable and endur- 

ing aspects personality, akin mo- 
tives. conceived, interests are not 
independent other measures emo- 
tional, social, and intellectual maturity 

(5). 

Educational Significance 

Vocational interests have develop- 
mental history. They not spring 
forth suddenly, Athena-like from the 

head Jove, any certain age. Vo- 
counselors 

“readiness” for vocational choice and 

information seriously 
retarded some students and acceler- 
ated others, and that these indivi- 

dual differences are related problems 
social and emotional development 

and school achievement. 

This article proposes three questions 
significance: (1) Where 

does the child get his inter- 
ests? (2) Through what stages 

they develop? and (3) How can the 
teacher guide their development? Al- 
though the first two questions are basic 

the third, there has been very little 
research the subject. few recent 

studies, notably those Ginzberg (7), 
Friend and Haggard (6), and Super 
and associates (14), have served 

attention the problem. Super 
and others have launched longitudin- 

study the development inter- 
ests population junior high 

Many our answers must await the 
results this kind research. How- 
ever, some theories vocational inter- 

est development have been proposed, 
and these supply some strong hints 

how the teacher can guide the child’s 
vocational development. 

Origin Vocational Interests 

Where does the child get his voca- 
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tional interests? Although data are 
reasonable hypotheses may 

formed based general principles 
learning and development. Studies 

Carter and others (4) the Uni- 
versity California Institute Child 
Welfare indicated that vocational in- 
terests are patterned and that they 
change with age fairly consistent 
way. theoretical account this 
development process, Carter proposed 
the theory that vocational interests are 
formed through identification pror 

cess. Once formed, the pattern remains 
fairly stable long the identifica- 
tion satisfying results for the 
child, but disrupted “failure” ex- 
periences. After disruption, new iden- 

with adults follow pattern 
consistent with developing age and sex 
roles. (2) and later Super 
(15) have suggested that the develop- 

veloping self-concept. According 
this point view, self-evaluative atti- 
tudes formed result various 
experiences are conceived 
ling motives, directing the child’s at- 
tention and energy toward certain ac- 

tivities. The child’s attitudes toward 
things, persons, and events his en- 
vironment are thus aspects his self- 
concept, which provides central in- 
tegrative scheme behavior. Voca- 
tional adjustment then process 
implementing self-concept, Super 
puts it, and the degree satisfaction 

attained proportionate the degree 
which the self-concept has been im- 

plemented. Vocational interests would 
expected remain relatively stable 
long they remain consistent with 

the self-concept and result satisfac- 
tion the individual. They would 
change under two sets conditions: 
(1) the interests are found 
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inconsistent with the self-concept, and 
thus lead unsatisfying experiences, 
and (2) the self-concept itself 

changes. Since age changes are or- 
dinarily accompanied differentiated 
social roles, which are aspects 
changing self-concept, one would ex- 
pect that interests undergo changes ac- 
cordingly. The development inter- 
ests then continuous process 
compromise between the child’s aspira- 
tions and reality. The child’s “role- 
playing,” either fantasy his 
everyday activities, would consid- 
ered aspirational, and the roles tries 
are continually tested “reality.” 
The child’s and failures 
these reality tests are judged him- 
self, but the reactions parents, 
teachers, and peers provide the cues for 
his Differential treatment 
accorded him these persons, 
tries various roles, affects his self- 

judgments, the raising and lowering 
his aspirations, the alterations his 
self-concept, and the developing inter- 
est patterns which arise from these ex- 

Stages Development Patterns 

What stages are discernible the 
development interest patterns? 
Here again, factual data are scarce. 
Ginzberg’s study occupational choice 

(7) three periods the pro- 
cess: (1) period fantasy choices, 

which the child aspires 
adult; his aspirations are 

and “unreal.” Choices 
are not governed such 
realities abilities, training, income, 
hiring standards. The “choices” 
this level are merely fantasy attempts 

play adult roles. (2) From ages 

choices. the early part this per- SATS 
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iod, occupational preferences appear 
spring entirely from likes and dislikes, 

“interests.” choices are de- 
termined considerations aptitudes 

capacities, and still later personal 
values ideals. (3) about age 
begins the period realistic choice 
based consideration occupational 
opportunities and other realities. 
first the preferences are exploratory, 
but gradually they become 
and narrow down choices. 
The process “choice” thus really 
one series compromises ad- 
justments which fantasy gradu- 
ally supplanted reality. The role 

the teacher counselor assist 
the student this vocational adjust- 
ment process, which apparently 

Developmental Task Sequence 

Havighurst’s concept 
mental task” (10) also sheds some 
light the vocational adjustment pro- 
cess. The developmental task some- 

thing the child learn order 
develop into reasonably happy and 
successful person. Certain 
knowledge, attitudes motives must 

childhood, still others adolescence, 
and through the various stages 

life. The emphasis “must learn” 
distinguishes the developmental task 

from the much less precise 
“need” often used educational liter- 
ature. Developmental tasks must 
learned 

given age period makes possible the 
child’s with later tasks, while 

failure the earlier task “leads un- 
happiness the individual, disapprov- 

the society, and difficulty with 
later tasks” (10). One the most 
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important developmental tasks during 
adolescence “selecting and preparing 
for occupation.” This task 
major concern adolescents after age 
15, although Havighurst points out 
boys are more preoccupied with than 
girls and “middle-class” youth appear 

more concerned than “lower- 
class” youth. 

other phases development, 
there are striking individual differ- 
ences readiness undertake the task 

selecting and preparing for oc- 
Readiness for this task 

would seem depend successful 
achievement previous tasks. From 
the task sequence proposed Havig- 
hurst, one gathers the suggestion that 
“achieving assurance in- 

dependence” must precede vocational 
the boy, and most cases 

the girl, must have some part-time 
summer job gain this feeling ade- 
quacy, ability play adult role. 
Presumably the adolescent who has 
never worked for wages might face the 
problem vocational choice with 
gnawing even paralyzing anxieties 
about his ability play any kind 
appropriate occupational role, and 
there much clinical evidence that 
such self-doubts are often grave deter- 
rents. Many young persons, for ex- 
ample, compare themselves adversely 
with members occupations for which 
they have excellent potential abilities. 
Some avoid applying they 
would like through fear being 
turned down. Achieving assurance 

independence, merely 
through the value having 

held some kind job, would seem 
genetically prior plan- 

ning for career. 

Going back still further the de- 
velopmental task sequence, the task 

4 
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“achieving emotional independence 
parents and other adults” also ba- 

sic. Educators are familiar with adol- 
escent conflicts centering about the 
problem “growing up.” The child, 
aware approaching adulthood, feels 

strong need independent, but 
doesn’t know what about be- 
cause the adult world complex and 
unfamiliar situation. easier 
remain childishly dependent par- 
ents. The parents sometimes aggrav- 
ate the conflict indirectly commu- 
nicating their own apprehensions. 
They may want the child become in- 
dependent, but are afraid that 
not ready strike out his own. 
would certainly appear that “realis- 
tic” thinking about occupations would 

genetically impossible unless the de- 
veloping self-concept includes some- 
thing like can make good 
own, make own decisions, mat- 
ter what parents think.” 

Development personal indepen- 
dence, the major task adolescence, 
depends turn the successful 
achievement many developmental 
tasks middle childhood. achieve 
mature independence the child must 
have established constructive relations 
with his peer group, learned and ac- 
cepted appropriate masculine 
feminine role, learned habits self- 
assertiveness tempered with respect for 
authority and the rights others, and 
learned and accepted appropriate 

set moral values. age 12, says 
Havighurst, the child maturity 
“high” this respect has ego-ideal 
which the figure “glamor- 

ous child “medium” 
maturity level has ego-ideal tied 

“fairly unrealistic image glam- 
orous adult.” The relatively imma- 
ture child’s ego-ideal limited par- 

i 
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ental figures. There appears 
here consistency agreement be- 
tween theories vocational adjust- 
ment such Carter’s “identification” 
theory and Super’s “self-concept” the- 
ory the one hand, and findings such 

those Ginzberg the other. 
What know the development 
vocational interests and the way they 
change with age (12, 13) quite 
sistent with the concept human de- 
velopment sequence develop- 

Guiding the Child’s Interests 

How can the teacher guide the 

velopment interests? summarize 
the foregoing remarks, the development 

vocational interests and the readi- 
ness for realistic thinking about 
pational choices integral aspect 
intellectual, emotional, and social de- 
velopment whole. Anything that 
arrests retards growth social- 

maturity would expected 
delay the child’s readiness for voca- 

tional choice, and for such practical 
measures teaching occupational in- 
formation. 

Typically, the vocational guidance 
program the school may consist 
exploring various kinds 
aptitude and interest testing, carrying 
out community surveys, 

days, etc. some respects, 
these practical approaches may contri- 
bute something the student’s general 

education giving him better grasp 
his society and the world work. 

Unless these approaches are properly 
timed accordance with the pace 
development, however, the potential 
value may lost. vocational 
guidance this type started too 
early and with the narrow goal 

I 
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waste time result positive 
harm. 

Both high school and college stu- 
dents have been encountered whose 
self-doubts and anxieties about the fu- 
ture were considerably heightened 
such program the junior high 
school before they were psychologically 
ready for it. many schools atten- 
tion the students, concentrated 

vocational choices the ninth 
grade, and left more less chance 
after that period. The assumption 
perhaps that the early orientation 
sufficient enable the student pro- 
ceed his own. Developmentally, 
this would seem put the cart before 
the horse. Too early and too 
information may fall 
ally barren ground. The proper time 
for teaching occupational information 

the variety would 
appear during the more “realis- 

stage, certainly earlier than 
age 16. 

The presumed purpose all educa- 
tion develop and guide the inter- 

ests students. interests are 
vocational significance, the sense 

that they influence vocational choice 
and vocational satisfaction. Any line 
drawn between “interests” and 
tional interests” must quite artifi- 
cial. often assumed that the 
values education cannot 

ting. 

are sometimes heard 
say that general education should 

and imply that vocational 
training essentially “narrow.” This 
again seems founded basic 
misapprehension. What seldom real- 
ized that even the typical college 
preparatory curriculum the second- 
ary school largely vocational: the 
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mathematics, science, and language 
courses are really preparatory for fur- 
ther work the same type college, 
which turn provides basic prepara- 
tion for professional managerial oc- 

the term the clerical, 
sales, skilled trade, and agricultural 
fields, 

the intent the curriculum 
enrich the student’s interests and di- 
rect them along some line profitable 
his future adjustment, the basic ques- 
tion then helping the student de- 
cide “In what direction should in- 
terests The answer cannot 

“in all Some channeliza- 
tion necessary. This certainly in- 
volves some consideration his apti- 
tudes, his social background and 
social goals, the direction his interest 
pattern has already taken and the re- 
lative stability that pattern. 

First Vocational Choice 

The curricular choice made the 
9th 10th grade thus vocational 
choice. the first vocational 
choice the child has make. re- 
duces fundamentally the question 
“Should college?” The ques- 
tion vocational well academic, 

since requires the individual 
decide what occupational level appro- 
priate. the decision “profes- 
sional, subprofessional, 

what field appropriate (the 
student’s interest pattern vital 
concern here) may deferred age 

based choice lower occupational 
level the target, and some considera- 
tion interest patterns important 

deciding between clerical, sales, ag- 
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ricultural, mechanical fields. The 
student should not into 
unnecessary pin-point occupational 
choices, nor should overwhelmed 
with the complexities 
descriptions. What requires gen- 
eral orientation the problem, and 
perhaps the best orientation the field- 
level concept vocational choice. Our 
purpose here prevent poor cur- 
ricular choice, avoid channeling the 
development the student’s interests 
along inappropriate lines. 

Kitson’s observation 
years ago still pertinent: One needs 

much concerned with develop- 
ing the child’s interests with 
measuring them (11). Although good 
teachers know many ways arousing 
sparks interest and fanning them 

flame, the techniques reduce one 
general principle, which the teacher 
may use rule. Provide success ex- 

Many writers have main- 
tained that schools stifle and kill more 
interests than they create; so, 
because many school practices run con- 
trary the rule. state the princi- 
ple antithetically, the infallible way 
destroy the child’s interests pro- 
vide him with roles experiences 
which bound fail, and re- 
mind him and indirectly his 
failures. The best way prevent the 
germination interest block off 
the outlets, provide appropriate 
roles play, situations explore. 

Pertinent Applications 

develop the vocational interests 
students, the following applications 

are pertinent both elementary and 
secondary 

(1) Help the child develop 
adequate self-concept. feels in- 
adequate something, will have 
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interest it. Many bright students 
have “no interest math” and are 
thus psychologically crippled learn- 
ing it. Other “blind spots” aca- 

subjects, mechanical artis- 
pursuits, social affairs, are equal- 

often cover-up expression for “feel- 

enough back the history the indi- 
vidual, may often uncover the ex- 
periences that produced these 
Repeated doses failure events 
which the individual interpreted 
failure are usually responsible. Eval- 
uations parents have often become 
incorporated the self-concept self- 
evaluations. The student with im- 
poverished interests usually one 
who has become convinced his gen- 
eral inadequacy early life. 

(2) Provide outlets for abilities 
and interests. The school must provide 
for these individual differences, 
Teachers this studying the indi- 
vidual his abilities, interests, 
and personality traits from the devel- 
opmental viewpoint. One purpose 

discover what the child good at, 
and provide role playing situations 

further these potentialities. The 
student low aptitude, but 
who excels sports mechanical abil- 
ity practical leadership, can develop 
interests consistent with his abilities. 
The shy child, the bookworm, the un- 

the emotionally indifferent, 
the physically handicapped can 
means appropriate roles brought 

“new” abilities and form 
new self-evaluations. What are the 
child’s hobbies? What activities at- 
tract him? What roles does play 

fantasy? These provide the basis 
for future development, the right ex- 
periences are supplied. child 

‘ 

Wea 
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must enjoy the constant taste suc- 
cess, each his own way. This will 
enable him withstand failures 
well, learn what not good at, 
and thus develop “realistic” interest 
pattern. 

abilities and interests 
occupations, their fantasy life, 

children are with adult 
roles, and the adult role 

tional one. One reason why childish 
interest often does not “take hold” and 
develop that does not become as- 
sociated with adult role. One 
youngster collected bird eggs and read 
avidly about bird life. adoles- 
cent reluctantly dropped this activ- 
ity knew adults who 
were interested it. The budding 
ornithologist did not flower 
could not this adult 

role, and turned more 
“practical” things. contrast, re- 
search anthropologist the writer’s 
acquaintance dates his occupational 
orientation from the age ten, when 

made the acquaintance chance 
museum worker. The child had ex- 

plored Indian ruins his neighbor- 
hood and had collected arrowheads and 
other things. The incredible discovery 

that adult specialized this and re- 
lated things, and enjoyed the prestige 

professional occupation doing 
so, was simply too good true. 
From that time on, his reading and 
his school work, his professional orien- 
tation continued toward the goal. The 
chance incident was 

vital forming adult self-concept. 
the neighborhood boys who shared 

this hobby with him, was the only 
one who went college. 

The world the child 
rather circumscribed and empty. 

So, for that matter, the occupational 
world many teacher, and other 
adults. Very few seem 
know that plumber applies principles 

physics, that foundry pattern- 
maker applies high school 

think the photographer, jeweler, 
and artists. Occupa- 
tional stereotypes govern the thinking 
not only students, but teachers. 

The teacher who would enrich the 
child’s life, make the most his in- 
terests, and guide them vocationally, 
would well become acquainted 
with the varied world work. 

(4) class bias. Warner 
and others (16) have pointed out, 
teachers are largely middle-class per- 
sons with the values, biases, and pret 

judices that way life. Their at- 
titudes toward vocations, often termed 
the “white-collar fallacy,” frequently 
reflect that frame reference. Most 
teachers are best acquainted with cler- 
ical, sales, and small business occupa- 

tions. the skilled trade level, their 

knowledge limited relatively 

few labels Their 
knowledge professional occupations 

more stereotyped than generally 
believed. Many potentially good me- 
chanics are pushed unrealistically into 
engineering school pushed 

teachers, but attitudes and values 
for which teachers are sometimes re- 
sponsible. failing engineering 
student, low academic aptitude but 

gifted mechanical ingenuity de- 
scribed his electrician-apprentice bro- 
ther “failure,” which apparently 
meant that his brother did not finish 
high school. unsuccessful steno- 

graper with low verbal ability would 
not think trying sewing, which 

her sister very successful. Inter- 

. 
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ests are often not developed guided 
along proper channels because the 
occupational concepts students are 
distorted the values particular 
class-culture. 

Conclusion 

Vocational development impor- 
tant phase child development 
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whole. has long been neglected 
object research, and conse- 

quence has too often been peripheral 
concern educators and child develop- 
ment specialists. Further research 
may help focus attention the 
cational side personality develop- 
ment and integrate more fully 
with the goals general education. 
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Theoretical Considerations 

ROJECTIVE techniques are es- 
sentially revolt against confine- 
ment and restriction the test- 

ing situation. They enable the clini- 
cian break out from the limiting 
confines intelligence testing into the 
new and exciting (though often con- 

fusing) field personality investiga- 
tion. liberated from many per- 
sistent anxieties and scientific necessi- 
ties that haunt the more cautious test 
user. this new field, hide-bound 
rules administration, scoring and 
interpretation can dispensed with 
the rigid super-ego influences that re- 
strict snontaneity and limit freedom 

interpretation longer constrict 
the fertile imagination the 

The mechanism projec- 
tion widely accepted the founda- 
tion stone the projective test struc- 
ture. few simple examples will 
clarify the operation this mechan- 
ism. There is, for example, the golf- 

ing enthusiast who finds the golf club 
definitely fault for the miserable 
score makes the game. And 
readily recognize the young adolescent 
who easily inspired describe 
tender love story his school compo- 
sition, love story which found 

mirror quite accurately his own hid- 
den infatuation the moment. Fin- 
ally, the apparently quiet and gentle 
child may unsuspected aggres- 
sive tendencies his little play world 

violently spanks seriously 
damages the “bad” little doll for “mis- 
behaving.” 

many activities, then, the indivi- 

dual will tend project his inner and 
often unconscious strivings and con- 

flicts into the perceptive creative as- 

pects his task. The projective pro- 
cess convenient unconscious dodge 
whereby the deeply-rooted and ego- 
painful strivings break through the 
conscious barrier. This achieved 
such artful fashion that the patient 
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unaware usually undisturbed the 
process. Since this breakthrough oc- 
curs under psychological 
only those well-versed 
counter-intelligence can see through 
the various disguises these dynamic 
urges assume. From this description 
one can readily appreciate why the 
theoretical foundations psychoanaly- 
sis have most often been used the 
interpretation projective creations. 

There are many present-day proce- 
dures that are subsumed under the title 

“Projective Techniques” without 
overtly exhibiting projection charac- 
teristics. Generally these tap some 
expressive features, the “style” idio- 

mannerisms that reveal the 
individuality the personality. 
is, for, example, generally accepted 
that the pervading momentarily pre- 

are reflected his work and the 
end product. Whatever task indi- 

motor his work bears characteris- 
tic imprint his personality, whether 

the initial reaction the task, 

his approach his style attack upon 

product. some fashion other the 
individual endows his work with dis- 
tinctive and unique flavor. 

The materials and directions em- 
ployed projective tests are purpose- 

vague, unstructured and lack speci- 
Thus, the individual may 

encouraged tell any story whatever 

‘about picture, the details which 
are ambiguous and vague. may 

told draw person, and the usual 
queries HOW, WHO, ete., are 

answered most non-committal 
manner. Furthermore, there are 

right wrong answers good bad 
responses. Anything the person does 
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acceptable the clinician. This 
tends enhance spontaneity and 
reduce inhibition. The particular 
anxiety striving for correct answers 

eliminated. This freedom for the 
subject taking the test constitutes one 

the strengths the projective move- 
ment. many instances, however, 
such freedom act without specific 
direction and guidance induces 
finite anxiety reaction its own right. 
But this not drawback 

instigator personality reac- 
tion that needs mending strengthen- 
ing. 

summary, the purpose projec- 
tive testing divest the personality 

its natural social defenses and 
disclose its structure and under- 
lying which are ordinarily 

such procedures rat- 
ing scales questionnaires. The 
vaguer the material task and the 
more unstructured the situation, the 

greater the opportunity for the person 
shape that situation “in his own like- 

ness,” accordance with his emo- 

tional conflicts and unconscious needs. 

Types Projective Techniques 

not the purpose this paper 
enumerate describe all the pro- 

jective techniques that are the 
market today. Their number and var- 
iety are legion and authoritative de- 
scriptions them are easily available 

developing fast clinicians conti- 
nue discover the amazing variety 
children’s toys and games that are eas- 
ily adaptable projective methods. 
For the game and play that 
the behavior the child most spon- 
taneous, least inhibited. such 
attitude that makes device potentially 
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successful projection instrument. 

Many, though not all, the so-called 
projective devices have this freely ex- 
pressive game aspect about them. 

quite obvious that the game the 
play attitude the technique choice 
when dealing with children, especially 
young ones. Most children cannot 
verbalize their anxieties, cannot talk 
about their conflicts because the power 

introspection and self-analysis has 
not developed. 
Through the medium play, however, 
children often indicate quite clearly 
the disturbing elements fomenting mal- 
adjustment within them. number 

play techniques, utilizing dolls sug- 
gestive various members the fam- 

ily, have indicated the relative ease 
with which youngsters project their in- 
ner private lives and feelings while 
playing interesting and innocent 
game “house.” The use puppets, 
with appropriate follow-up interviews, 
has been found definite value both 

diagnosing the source difficulty 
and embarking upon fruitful the- 
rapeutic program. Play techniques 
have been found particularly useful 
Child Guidance Mental Hygiene 
Clinies because this aspect the- 
rapy. Unfortunately, this the ex- 
ception rather than the rule the case 

patients other than children. 

brief enumeration the more 
distinctive techniques will further de- 
monstrate the amazing variety pro- 
jective devices developed hopeful 
psychologists. are those that 
emphasize perceptual distortion mis- 

found the Rorschach 
Ink Blots (13). particular test, 
developed psychoanalyst, con- 
sidered the standard projective in- 
strument for the evaluation the ba- 
sic structure personality. also 
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the instrument that has inspired more 
clinical literature than practically all 
other projective devices combined. 
contrast and supplement the Ror- 
schach the Thematic Apperception 
Test (TAT) which the person re- 
quested create stories about pseudo- 
definite pictures given observe 
(12). This test emphasizes perceptual- 
fantasy-verbal aspects behavior. 
contrasts with the Rorschach with re- 
spect format definitely more 
structured and meaningful; supple- 
ments the Rorschach its emphasis 

the dynamics underlying personal- 
ity behavior, adding, were, tissue 
and muscle the structural frame de- 
lineated the Rorschach. 

Greater emphasis the motor as- 
pects behavior are indicated the 
Draw-A-Person Test (11) and the 
Finger-Painting procedure (14). 
the first the child adult requested 

Draw-A-Person and when that 
drawn and identified man wo- 
man, then told draw figure 

the opposite sex. Many you will 
remember the origins this instru- 
ment the intelligence test movement 
(8). The Finger-Painting technique 
permits greater freedom for the sub- 
ject. can draw anything pleases 
with variety different colored 
paints choose from. Both these, 
however, seem engender appreciable 
expression possible innate artistic 
temperament the part the sub- 
jects, the usual reluctance being ra- 
tionalized such excuses as, can’t 
draw, hasn’t any talent and will un- 
able produce anything which 

proud. 

Specifically verbal nature are the 
traditional Association Test and its lus- 

offspring, the Incomplete Sentence 
Test (1,2,5). The former has long 
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and honored career, both psychology 
and psychoanalysis. has been 
exploited quite often ferret out re- 
pressed and suppressed conflict-produc- 
ing material. The Incomplete Sen- 
tence Test has had career similar 
the Draw-A-Person Test. was orig- 
inally test intelligence, but when 
used without logical straight-jackets 
found quick favor projective tech- 
nique. The essence this new device 
consists words phrases that initi- 
ate sentence which the subject 
finish himself. the phrase wise- 

chosen, may expected yield 
dynamic material several possible 
areas adjustment, provided the sub- 
ject associates freely with minimum 

self-censorship. 

These are but few and the more 
popular the tests most people have 
seen read about. But older tests 
used for manifestly other purposes 
have been resuscitated for projective 
use. The Test 
case point (4). even the 
Wechsler-Bellevue Test, long 
wark intelligence testing, inter- 
preted some its aspects pro- 
jective instrument (2). This tendency 

ascribe projective characteristics 
practically any clinical test procedure 
reflects exaggerated emphasis 
the time-honored function the psy- 
chologist observe carefully the be- 
havior patient anything does 

order gain insight and explana- 
tion for the quality and character 
his test performance. act the 
assumption that any test projec- 
tive device the wider meaning the 
term projection would tend stifle ba- 
sie research tools that have more 
promise stirring and eliciting 
the deeper and more fundamental as- 
pects personality. 
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Just final word the different 
types tests competing for popularity 
and approval. time-honored chil- 
dren’s game, playing with “mosaics,” 
has now attained projective status 
(10). Recently “new” test has been 
introduced, one probably influenced 
the House-Tree-Person Test (6). 
anticipates fertile projections from 
children and adolescents drawing 
tree this time, however, with fruit 

And soit goes. New tests 
will created the fertile minds 
play-inspired clinicians long their 
projective intuitions remain uninhib- 
ited and the restless revolt against con- 
formity unconfined. 

Evaluation 

Projective techniques are impor- 
tant contribution the development 

clinical psychology. They present 
new outlook and stimulate new 

thought field that has long needed 
fresh orientation. With the strong 

emphasis and test score, psycol- 
ogists had lost the clinical touch and 
failed capitalize the possibilities 

the clinical situations. They became 
psychometricians rather than psycholo- 
gists, finding tenuous security and com- 
fort having the test score make 
ical decisions for them. 

Furthermore, there are numerous 
psychologists who have found these in- 
struments value clinical work and 
such opinions cannot easily dis- 
counted. many instances, and es- 
pecially with young children, the play 
techniques have proved valuable both 
for diagnosis and for therapy. When 
used with caution and the hands 
competent clinician these procedures 

are valuable clinical adjuncts. Their 
ultimate worth the process de- 
termination, since their widespread 
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use can considered gigantic expe- 
riment which they are subjected 
critical evaluation life situations. 

found inadequate, projective tech- 
niques will die the natural death 
disuse, 

importance the con- 
sideration that these tests afford the 
clinician opportunity observe the 
patient action. From such 
ior definite opinions may formed 

the characteristic patterns re- 
sponse motivating influences domin- 
ating the person question. The con- 
ventional attitudes stirred ordin- 
ary test situations cannot mustered 

the child adult under these rela- 
tively new and free conditions. 
has act more spontaneously and with 
less direction than the traditional 
test situation. this extent 
forced act more natural man- 
ner, that say, manner for 
which has not too much social pre- 

more likely leave his own character- 
istie imprint upon the task, and not the 
one conveniently structured for him 

the school, home, dictates con- 
vention, 

Very significant, too, the attitude 

wards their instruments 
dures. There healthy spirit 
self-criticism among them and candid 
admission that projective techniques 
have serious limitations well ad- 
vantages, Thus, Abt and Bellak com- 

ment that one must prepared 
say that some these techniques 

are largely the divining-rod stage 

specific Levy’s assertion 

“Tn order avert cynicism and dis- 
illusion well emphasize that the 
technique analyzing drawings 

without sufficient experimental valida- 
tion, rarely yields unequivocal in- 
formation, and frequently misleads 
the unwary into plausible misstate- 
ments about the personality the per- 
son whose drawings are being studied. 
Many these statements are similarly 
true the Rorschach Test and other 
projective (1, 258). 

Many these men not hesitate 
admit that the rabid enthusiasm 

early investigators could not justi- 
fied face the mounting clinical 
and experimental evidence that be- 
ing steadily accumulated. 

Additional manifestations this 
cautious attitude are expressed the 
qualifications expected workers 
this field. fairly well agreed that 
only the competent and mature 

should administer the tests and 
interpret the results. Analyses 
“lay” persons are particularly danger- 
ous and may positively 
Particular reference can 
education where some the activities, 

such art productions “psycho- 
drama” innovations, have definite re- 

projective mechanisms. Un- 
less trained and qualified psychol- 
ogy, teachers should refrain from mak- 
ing clinical interpretations the work 

activities their pupils. 

The evaluation projective tech- 
niques gets differential treatment from 
clinical contrasted with experi- 
mental psychologists. Clinicians and 
experimentalists often plod along the 

pathways opposite sides 
the road. The Rorschach and TAT 

which are being used quite extensively 
have been propangandized clinicians 
with missionary zeal the future hope 

psychology. Contrariwise, they have 
been argued against the experimen- 
talists with unscientific fervor the 
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“erystal ball” era develop- 
ment. such emotional climate 

easy rapproachement can ex- 
pected. But the upshot these clash- 
ing opinions has, however, tended 
clarify doubtful issues and stimul- 
ate active research, 

Critique 

has been mentioned above that 
projective methods, the hands 
competent and mature psychologist, 
make definite contribution child 
guidance and mental hygiene 
But have they any value the broad- 

areas educational, vocational and 
personal advisement older school 
children and not necessarily those with 
serious maladjustment problems? This 
question implies evaluation pro- 
jective techniques accordance with 
more rigid criteria than those consid- 
ered the previous section. 

The issues revolve about the 
answers very fundamental questions, 

the theory psychoanalysis pro- 
per framework for projective tests? 

these tests really reveal the struc- 
ture the personality How much 
they depend upon the unusual talents 

specific How accurate 
are they indicators the inner life 
they claim portray? These are 
blunt, direct questions, sort entrance 
requirements met all appli- 
cants claimants recog- 
nition. 

The answers these questions are 
important the scientist, the pro- 

educator entrusted with the care 
children. For the ordinary man’s 

tunately unfortunately, these tests 
have become enveloped 
analytic haze and most projective ex- 
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planations and interpretations are 
strongly colored concepts. 
Such interpretations are prepared 
the clinicians the form report 
which remains associated with the 
child for long time come. Sup- 
pose, for moment, that either the test 

inadequate the clinician wrong 
his interpretation. the report 
highly emotional and 
tent, and kept part the 
permanent record, often is, the 

inferences therefrom may cause seri- 

ous injury the child’s reputation 
untested and unvalidated 

instrument the personality area 
should ever used children 
evaluation device that later may form 
the basis for critical decisions with re- 
spect the future that child. 

The dependence many clini- 
cians upon orienta- 
tion their interpretations projec- 
tive behavior not unmixed bless- 
ing. That such attitude gives one 
wide latitude and freedom interpre- 
tation not denied but whether 

debatable issue. Certainly the subject 
given freedom response and cer- 

tain that the clinician unfet- 
tered disagreeably stringent norms. 
Under these becomes 
norm unto himself and thus acquires 
taint But how good 
norm he? Can say that the 

children tests may prove his mettle 
just the excellence the yurgeon 
measured the recovery the pa- 

Unfortunately this not 
easily determined. The verbalizations 

the clinician are frequently 
vague, ambiguous, unstructured 

that the reader can project any num- 
ber diagnoses into the report. This 
writer has read projective reports that 
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imputed one patient such varied 
syndromes hysteria, depression, 
schizophrenia and psychopathic per- 
sonality, all the same time! 

The problem difficult enough 
one but considers the projective and 
unstructured nature the clinician’s 
report one that may mean things 

all people depending upon their in- 
dividual projections. But the situa- 
tion becomes intolerable one applies 
the projective theory its logical 

For, attempting diag- 
nose the patient, the clinician may end 

with description himself. Just 
the patient projects his needs, fears, 

and conflicts into the test material, 

may not the clinician himself sub- 
ject the same projective weaknesses 

which ordinary mortals are suscep- 
tible, and result, project his own 

anxieties and conflicts into the pa- 
tient’s projective ruminations? 

the clinician took projective test 
himself. His description the whole 
test situation, turn, becomes projec- 

tive materia] for future readers. Thus 
fairly obvious that one must es- 

tablish definite correspondence be- 
tween these first-order, second-order 
and third-order projections order 
make some sense out the behavior 
the new forgotten patient whose origin- 

problem, though possibly very sim- 
ple, has had accrued several addi- 
tional personality features. 
who?” legitimate question ask. 

More serious, however, the impli- 
cation that the psychologist (let say, 
using the Rorschach) can arrive 
description the personality struc- 
ture this extremely complex being, 
the human person, the basis about 

hour’s examination, using ten cards 
from which about twenty-five responses 
have been obtained. This indeed 
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limited sampling behavior from 
which arrive fundamental per- 
sonality evaluations. must added 
that analogous difficulties exist the 
interpretation the other projective 
methods most which are relatively 
short tests. But though the behavior 
sample relatively small the clinician 
usually does not find difficult write 

full and definitive report. And since 
the language projection largely 
the language Freud, the report often 

reads like that psychoanalyst 
psychiatrist, giving rise the biting 

that projective techniques 
make junior-psychiatrists psycholo- 
gists. 

But how projective tests stand 
under rigid serutiny? 
these tests really reveal personality 
structure? fundament YES-NO 
dichotomy characterizes the research 
reactions clinical and experimental 
psychologists these questions. Since 
both groups prefer use their own 
procedures and tests validty, the re- 
sults are rarely comparable. the 
one hand, the clinician tends chide 
the statistician for the inadequacy 
his tools and, the other, the experi- 
mental psychologist looks askance 
the aim the clinician evaluate the 
situation whole. One prefers 
work along from the Gestalt point 
view (clinician), the other piece- 
meal, methodical fashion (experimen- 

From the experimentalist point 
view, the results have not been too fav- 
orable for projective techniques. The 
clinician’s assertion that the mathe- 
matical and experimental tools are not 
yet available contain his intuitions 

probably reflection the inability 
the clinician state his problem 

precise and unequivocal terms. 

— 
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Fordham University number 
torate dissertations seem indicate 
that several the projective tech- 
niques have indeed limited diagnostic 
value the hands the ordinary 
clinician. When the 
sponses alone are interpreted 
group accredited clinicians, over 
forty number, there surprising 
lack ability the part the clini- 
cian and /or test distinguish between 
normal records and those patients 
suffering from brain injury, neurosis, 
psychosis, and character disturbances. 

the records normals cannot 
differentiated too accurately from 
ords patients, how much 
more difficult must for clinician 

distinguish personality differ- 
ences among normal individuals. 

Experimental investigations stress- 
ing the serious limitations projec- 
tive techniques are becoming more fre- 
quent and more insistent. There are 
very few studies experimental na- 
ture which can justify the validity 
projective tests. Inherent methodolog- 
ical difficulties make most the relia- 
bility investigations inadequate since 
any change the test results might 
interpreted change attitude 
the patient from test retest. 
index the stability performance 

consequently difficult obtain. 
result such considerations 

many clinicians stress the tentative 
character the projective interpreta- 
tion. This, itself, sober, ma- 
ture reflection. However, the charac- 

ter the clinical reports and the at- 
titudes non-phychologists towards 
the profession psychology destroys 
this hypothesis “tentative and lim- 
ited interpretation.” Clinicians often 

write well and convincingly. The 
language seems imply some explana- 
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tion which both interesting and per- 
sonally stimulating. The one reading 
the report may impressed the 
psychologist. result the sections 

the report that nudge his uncon- 
fancy are given mental house 

room. report, even though labelled 
TENTATIVE, rarely read such 
for affords one with criterion for 
decision action. 

Again, clinicians using projective 
techniques not always behave 
their diagnoses interpretations 
were low tentative level. The 
faith some clinicians the multidi- 
mensional character such tests un- 
bounded. One these instruments 
has apparently been used test 
intelligence, organic brain damage and 
personality disturbance whether this 
neurotic, psychotic 
The same test has been used voca- 
tional aptitude indicator. Such mul- 
tiplicity use certainly creates sus- 
picion that all not too well the 
projective scheme things, especially 
when such frantic search made for 
some aspect behavior that the test 
might conceivably measure, 

Finally, the role the clinician 
the projective diagnosis must care- 
fully examined. That unusual and 
penetrating clinical insights have been 
evolved with the aid projective de- 
vices cannot denied. But that these 
can attributed the characteristics 

the test not reasonable assump- 
tion. more realistic assume 
that the expert clinician studies any 
type expressive projective behav- 
ior will come good clinical 
evaluation the personality. The 
emphasis, obviously, upon the skill 
and competence the clinician 

The worth the projec- 
tive instrument assumed depend 
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upon the expertness the psychologist. 
However, the main problem projec- 
tive psychology devise instruments 
for ordinary, run-of-the-mill clinical 
psychologists since these will oper- 
ating our Greatness and 

expertness definition reserved for 
the few. Specialized techniques de- 
pendent upon unique abilities and tal- 
ents die with the expert. 

the other hand that technique 
also quite limited that must depend 
upon the clinician’s own personal ac- 
cumulation norms 
wherever and however may obtain 

them. Life ordinarily too short for 
such extensive projects. this ac- 
count unfortunate that most pro- 
jective techniques have relevant and 
stable norms that can used with con- 
fidence the clinician. More unfor- 
tunate the attitude some clinicians 
who frown upon the accu- 
mulation such data because norms 

might prove restrictive influences 
upon the clinician’s judgment and in- 
terpretation. only recently, for ex- 

ample, that Rorschach norms for chil- 
dren have been published scale 
meriting justifiable commendation. 
the past clinicians used either the pa- 
tently inadequate adult ratios per- 
centages available them some lim- 
ited personal norms obtained from in- 

dividual Rorschach contacts with chil- 

retrospect may noted that 
using projective devices, man becomes 

the measure all things, especially 
man. science has always prided 
itself the extent that was able 
emancipate man from his inherent 

tendency assume the prerogatives 
measuring instrument. longer 

fashionable measure the length 
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field “pace,” the height horse 
“hands.” projective testing, 

however, the clinician has been unable 
yet disengage his own personality 

from the instrument uses. 

Conclusions 

may well summarize those 
aspects this paper that may per- 
tinent educators and administrators 
with interest the use valid in- 
struments for guidance purposes. 

one should use projective 
tests modifications them with ser- 
ious intent unless psychologically 

trained, competent, mature and com- 
pletely qualified. One course pro- 

jective techniques does not serve 
qualifying experience. 

vaguely pressing need use these in- 
struments educational and 

guidance except possibly where de- 
finite maladjustment indicated. 

The validity these procedures 
the hands the ordinary clinician 

has not been conclusively established. 
fact, except the hands the ex- 

pert, the value this type test 

highly questionable, and the danger, 
obvious. 

The psychoanalytic flavor 
projective evaluations may emotion- 

ally stimulating the reader but may 
affect the future the child ad- 
verse manner should the school admin- 
istrator make the report available 
teachers include the perma- 
nent record the child. This warn- 
ing, course, pertains non-clinical 

cases. 

much the clinician’s personality 
found the projective report pa- 
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Yearbook. Oscar Buros. Highland 

Park, New Jersey: The Gryphon Press. 

1953. Pp. 1163 xxiv. $18.00. 

All commercially available tests, educa- 

tional, psychological and vocational, pub- 

lished English-speaking countries dur- 

ing the four-year period 1948 1951 in- 

clusive, are listed this comprehensive 

volume, Reviews for about three-fourths 

the tests are also given. There 

overlapping with materials the earlier 

Yearbooks. The reviews serve val- 

ued guide the selection specific test 

for definite purpose. The directory 

periodicals, directory and 

the classified index greatly enhance the 
value volume. school should 

without it. Those who look askance 

its cost, will find themselves repaid hun- 

dred-fold value received selecting the 

best test, service given other book. 

—S. AMATORA. 

Child Development: The Process 

Martin and Celia Stendler. New York: 

Harcourt, Brace Co., 1953. 519 

$4.75. 

Designed for students child develop- 

ment this book treats the usual topics 

the general field child psychology. 

The book unique, however, that the 

objectives its authors take slant dif- 

ferent from that the traditional volume 

child psychology. The book aims 

present the growing child his socio- 

logical the family, the 

school, the peer group, the commun- 

ity. His socialization given both from 

the psychoanalytic point view and from 

the socio-psychological point view.— 
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Guiding the Child Through Better Family 
Relations:— The Teacher’s Role 

GERTRUDE REIMAN 

Chief Clinical Psychologist, Louisville Mental Hygiene Clinic 
Kentuchy 

Editor’s note: Her many years service children’s clinics and mental hy- 
giene clinics, plus her teaching and writing her fields specialization enable Doctor 

Gertrude Reiman give teachers first hand the potency their influ- 

ence cases where the family relationships play important part the changing 
pupil behavior and directing and guiding more wholesome channels. Doctor Rei- 
man has served psychologist Seton Institute Baltimore; Fordham Child Guid- 
ance Clinic; Child Center, Cath. Univ., Washington, C., consultant, Beauvoir 
School; Consultant the District Columbia Society for Crippled Children; 
Instructor Georgetown University Medical School, Trinity College, and Ford- 
ham University; chief peychologist, Louisville Mental Hygiene Clinic; consultant 

the Kentucky Children Commission; and clinical psychologist thé 
Government, Washington, Her writings are found the Joural 

mental Psychology, Amer. Journal Orthopsychiatry, Studies Psychology 
chiatry, and 

SYCHOLOGY may considered 
modern science but long before 

the time Clifford Beers, good 
teachers were applying the principles 

mental hygiene and promoting the 
mental health their pupils. 
cessful men and women all ages 
have testified the debt they owe their 
teachers and the latter exerted their in- 
fluence through being effective indivi- 
duals their own right: confident 

their techniques, dedicated their 
purpose and warmly interested the 
young people coming under their tutel- 
age. 

This still remains the secret ac- 
complishment the teaching profes- 
sion and one may well ask, therefore, 
why the psychology courses training 
schools, why graduate work person- 
ality study, why the popular institutes 

mental hygiene? The answer is, 
course, that despite slow progress 

and vast areas ignorance still 
explored little more has been learned 
about the functioning the human 

organism than was formerly known, 
and such information can used 
improve techniques and deepen one’s 

understanding. can strengthen the 
armamentarium the good teacher 
and help make poor ones better. 
can broaden the teacher’s scope and ex- 
tend his influence for the benefit 
children and their families, 

The Child Clinic Intermediary 

The child guidance often 
intermediary between teachers, par- 
ents and children. The content 
these remarks drawn from years 
association with such agency. One 

the strongest derived 
from this experience the extent 
which teachers will out their way 

help the children who arouse their 
concern, 

The case Tommy and Bobby 
Shaw furnishes excellent illustra- 
tion, for these two youngsters chal- 
lenged the best efforts their respec- 
tive teachers when they transferred 
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the Washburn School. They were the 

hard-working, immature mother who 
were preoccupied with their own 
ambivalent relationship that they were 

aware their son’s problems. 
The boys, eleven and nine years old, 
possessed average intelligence but had 
not progressed beyond the fourth and 
third grades school. Tommy was 

withdrawn and fearful that never 
opened his mouth class and had 
friends all; Bobby, the other 
hand, was aggressive, hyperactive and 
rebellious, determined make life 

miserable for everyone with whom 
came contact school. Miss Ben- 

nett and Mrs, Thompson, the teachers, 

conferred with the principal. 
The first decision was for Miss Ben- 

nett get touch with Mrs. Shaw 

and try establish relationship with 
her. Thereafter was Miss Bennett 
through whom all the school’s endeav- 
ors with the mother were channelled. 
She opened Mrs. Shaw’s eyes her 
children’s difficulties, referred her 

the hygiene and stood 
ready with additional support and en- 
couragement whenever the exigencies 

treatment and change threatened 
overwhelm her. Miss Bennett also in- 
tensified her attempts bring Tommy 
into association with the people and 
events the school environment. 

The Teacher Acts 

Mrs. Thompson meanwhile had the 
equally exacting task tolerating 

disarming 
his hostility and enlisting his interest 

scholastic achievement (Tommy had 
the interest but could not it). 
Both principal and teachers visited the 
clinie times and conducted 
numerous telephone conversations 
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mutual problems all this 
top the full classroom and auxiliary 
load. would have been easy instead 

continue carry Tommy who gave 
trouble and dismiss Bobby who 

did. Moreover, would have been 
gratifying see, not just minor im- 
provement, but some spectacular gains 
from much enlightened attention, 
but the effects prolonged unhappi- 
ness are not readily overcome and 
these devoted women could only hope 
that the long run they would not 
have labored vain. 

How the foregoing account per- 
tinent our subject? First, the 
teacher recognized the existence 
emotional problem. regard 
Bobby penetration was required 
(!), but Tommy’s withdrawal could 
have been mistaken for shyness that 
would correct itself time could 
have been overlooked because was 
inconspicuous. 

Miss perspicuity 
ported the findings (1) 
and Ullman (5) that teachers and 
mental hygienists are now more 
agreement about the severity chil- 
dren’s behavior problems than they 
were twenty-five years ago. Ullman’s 
recent investigation methods and 

for identifying maladjusted 
school children worthy mention 
since bears one the teacher’s 

contributions mental health 
the community. 

Child guidance clinies have been 
perhaps the chief accomplishment 
the mental hygiene movement and they 
are founded the assumption that 
early treatment will forestall 
least mitigate adult disorders. Treat- 
ment, however, depends recognition 

its need and although parents are 
the logical ones detect their chil- 
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dren’s difficulties they may too close 
the situation, too other- 

wise, too indifferent too uninformed. 
Then the task devolves upon others and 
the teacher next line. 

Ullman’s study showed that teach- 
ers’ and clinicians’ judgments what 
constitutes good and poor adjustment 
were correlated significantly high 
degree, but nevertheless teachers lack 
confidence rating unfavorable traits 
and they are apt base their evalua- 
tions superficial behavior. Usually 
they pay more attention children 
who act out their conflict plain view, 

did Bobby, than those who inter- 
nalize their troubles, like Tommy. 

This selectivity natural under the 
the classroom situa- 

tion but overlooks some the poten- 
tially more serious disturbances; 

also results designating boys mal- 
adjusted much more frequently than 
girls, difference that reversed 
adulthood when women outnumber 
men psychiatric clinics. The sug- 
gestion made that teachers “lack 
awareness the manner which girls 
are making their significant adjust- 
ments” (p. 39), and generally 
true the need for keener discernment 

and shift attitude apparent. 
Women, both mothers and teachers, 

are predominantly responsible 
shaping the lives the growing gen- 
eration and their effectiveness can 

enhanced prompt recognition and 

prevention possible disorders our 
entire civilization will profit accord- 
ingly. 

Successful 

With the problem, 
however, the teacher’s part often 
merely beginning. Few genuine diffi- 
culties are specific particular set- 
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ting, although they may precipitated 
aggravated it, the teacher can- 

not resolve them alone and must in- 
voke the assistance the parents 
brief them for their major role. Here 

must exercise great tact and skill. 
The ignorant parent (in the sense 
not knowing what happening her 
children, like Mrs. Shaw) may find 
hard understand the points the 
teacher trying make, while the 
one who can understand may de- 
fensive reject them completely 

“No teacher going tell how 
raise child!” 

The mother father who weleomes 
such discussion, unless self- 
initiated, the minority. The 
teacher must walk the fine line be- 

tween authority and counsel, recom- 
mendation and persuasion. The in- 
junction about never under-estimating 
intelligence over-estimating infor- 

mation applies its familiar form and 
can extended precaution against 
minimizing either resistance capa- 
city for change and exaggerating one’s 

own insight. every teacher knows, 
not enough impart, one must 

also communicate. Barriers com- 
munication exist chiefly feeling 
level and one instance successful 

liaison between teacher and parent has 
leavening effect all relevant rela- 

tionships. 

Mobilizing 

Sometimes enlightenment not suf- 

parents must aroused ac- 
tion. The calls “mobilizing 
anxiety.” For example, Mrs. Mars- 
ton has instituted help for 
David when refuses school 

but she cannot see how she involved 
his behavior and takes jolt like 

court summons prod her into self- 

: 
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examination. This drastic step 
and more temperate means might have 
the same but, severe mild, 
whatever decided should carefully 
calculated bring about the most 
good with the least harm. Further- 
more, should clearly represent, not 
the intervention the teacher in- 
dividual, but the impersonal and reg- 
ular function the school social 
institution, 

Again, instead mobilizing anxie- 

ty, the task reduce it. over- 
protective parent may retard the intel- 
lectual social development the 
child; and the teacher, demonstrat- 
ing his progress under benign condi- 
tions, can alleviate concern fashion 
that the more impressive because 

not extraordinary. such in- 
stances the teacher still recognizing 

problem, existent primarily the 
parent but within her realm opera- 
tion affects the behavior the 
child school. 

Solving the Problem 

After the problem recognized, 
something must done about it. 
the remedy lies outside the province 

the teacher, she should able 

make the ‘necessary That 
means she should informed about 
community resources physical, soc- 
ial, educational, medical, and religious 

order suggest the one best 
suited the situation, since the right 
selection may itself insure acceptance 

the referral. For the Shaw boys 

the mental hygiene seemed indi- 
cated, but had the symptoms cireum- 
stances been different, the school peo- 

ple might well have called upon the 
pastor, pediatrician, remedial teacher, 
Y.M.C.A., other social agency. 

Even when the referral accepted 
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and action taken, the teacher remains 
the picture. pursues his own 

function with whatever modifications 
are required, cooperates with the spe- 
cialized personnel has introduced 
and, like Miss Bennett, helps the par- 
ent best can according his 
position. The last point important 
because, unless roles are sharply de- 
fined and lines activity laid down, 
the efficacy specific methods may 
vitiated. The professional any 
field must guard against usurping the 
prerogatives his fellow-workers 
other disciplines and, although are 

not accustomed thinking parents 
specialists they most certainly have 

their own sphere responsibility that 
should free imposition inter- 
ference. Equally, however, should 
not relinguished and the parents 

must more slough off their obliga- 
tions upon the teacher than the teacher 
encroach upon the parents. 

Promote Better Family Relations 

Here another way for the teacher 
promote better family relations. 
result changing mores and atti- 

tudes, modern parents have become 
confused about methods child-rear- 
ing and often uncertain their 
competence heedless their duty 
that they expect others notably the 
school their job for them. 
must admitted remorsefully that 
psychology had its share causing 
this bewilderment, and redress not 
easily achieved, 

Meanwhile the teacher strate- 
spot set the limits between home 

and school, renew the parents’ confi- 
dence cope with the vicissitudes 
family life and reassert the primacy 
the home. Thus when the movement 
previously described reversed and 
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the mother brings (or sends!) her 
problems school instead dealing 
with them herself, the teacher can put 
them proper focus. takes art 

this, for the parent must not feel 
rejected but rather given assurance 
that she can handle matters her 
own. they are too much for her and 
outside the teacher’s scope, then once 
more recourse must had the indi- 
vidual organization that can offer 
appropriate aid, with the teacher 

ground. 

The whole business parent- teach- 
relations ticklish affair that asks 

for tolerance and good-will both 

sides. The worker the child guid- 

and sympathize with the teacher’s im- 
patience parental inadequacy and 

the parent’s resentment the teacher’s 
authority Unfor- 
tunately often the child who 
made go-between and bears the brunt 

whatever discord develops. the 
premise that knowledge facilitates un- 
derstanding, the solution would seem 

be, not PTA’s, valuable their at- 
tainments have been, 

teacher association the personal 
sense. long does not exceed 

the bounds reasonableness, the closer 
the affiliation between home and school, 

the better off will the child who 
their common charge. 

Teacher-Pupil Attitude 

far, nothing has been said about 

two most important considerations. 
The first the feeling about 
the child, which really means his 
ing about his profession. these 
days when many teachers are over- 
worked and under-paid, when other 
cupational possibilities are more num- 
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erous and attractive, the teacher must 

must afford him not merely liveli- 
hood but rewarding satisfaction 
his everyday labors. must fit into 
his philosophy life, enriching his 
own personality the same time that 

inspires those who come under his 

story was recently repeated (4) 
about teacher who refuted the 
tion delinquency among his charges 
presumably because loved those 
boys,” and both medieval saint and 
modern psychiatrist have acknowl- 
edged the power love education. 
St. Anselm, quoted Moore (2), 
laid great stress the personal inter- 
est the teacher his pupil and 
the value “gentle helpfulness, mer- 
ey, friendly consultation and charit- 
able support” (p. 225) training the 
young. 

Pearson (3), discussing learning 
from the psychoanalytic 

viewpoint and the application the 
pleasure principle, has pointed out that 
the child wants and anticipates the 
love the teacher. used here, the 

word love does not refer fond at- 
tachment passionate devotion but 
does denote the “state feeling kind- 

toward others and desiring their 
moreover, the child must ex- 

perience individually acceptance 
and liking. The teacher who thus 
loves his pupils provides them with the 
strongest motivation learn, the wish 

please him, and making school 
happy and profitable for the child con- 
tributes his optimal adjustment 
all phases living. 

itself, however, even this liking 
not enough and indeed cannot 

stand alone; inextricably tied 
the factor example. Children learn 
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imitating and identifying with the 
significant figures their environ- 
ment. Pearson says, “In the 
cess identification, characteristics 
and attributes the teacher well 
the teacher’s ability read, work ma- 
thematical problems, are incor- 
porated become integral part 
the child’s identifies with the 
teacher because loves him and 
pects love return learns, i.e., 

behaves like the teacher” (p. 
333). 

The child imbides ideals and prin- 
ciples conduct much academic 
material, and the must 

equipped instil these 
with skills and content. 
viously they cannot transmitted 
they are not possessed, arrive 

fulfill his mission, the teacher must 

himself well-adjusted person 
integrity and faith who can motivate 
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the child not only please him but also 
please his parents and his God. 

Whether called self-sacrifice 
postponement instinctual gratifica- 
tion, morality the subordination 
the pleasure principle the reality 
principle, the fact remains that 
essential mental health and the 
maintenance amicable relations 
home, school and society. 

Well Done! 

suggest many tasks for the 
burdened teacher and then end 

idealistic note may leave many 
with sense dismay dissatisfac- 
tion. may appropriate assure 
them that uncounted teachers are quiet- 
ly, day day, living just such 
standards and, without denying the un- 
desirable aspects competition the 
fact human differences, remind 
them the popular song: “Anything 
you can do, can 
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EDUCATOR 

alert sources frustration 
the child’s environment. 

effort made, sometimes remove the 

disturbing factors, more often train 
the child into acquiring healthy modes 

muli, 
Certain unsuspected conditions 

the child’s physical and make- 
impair this natural process ad- 

justment. 
the purpose this article 

attention one these condi- 
tions, one that often overlooked, 
handedness, more generally, sided- 
ness. 

Strictly speaking, sidedness concerns 
lateral dominance the case all 
paired bodily functions: one may 
dextral sinistral with respect the 

the foot, the cerebral hemisphere, 
the lateral location single 

organs dixtrocardia. However, 
importance for educational pur- 

poses, handedness and eyedness far out- 
weigh other cases functional asym- 
metry; they alone will considered 
here. 

Problems Raised 

passing, may said that sid- 
edness raises many problems that re- 
main yet The follow- 
ing are (1) sided- 

(2) What sort cerebral functioning 
governs lateral dominance? (3) 
there some type correlation among 
the various lateral preferences: hand, 
eye, ear, foot, (4) Does perfer- 
ence for the right hand necessarily im- 
ply greater dexterity the right hand, 

greater strength 

The possible repercussions left- 
handedness and left-eyedness upon 
emotional development can viewed 

For bibliographical discussion some these, see Lawrence Dayhaw: 

juin 
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two general ways. First, one may 
pause appreciate the general handi- 
cap inherent the technical and social 

minded world. Secondly, one may ex- 
amine carefully certain number 
specific instances which are more like- 

elicit emotional disturbances 
the sinistral child. 

World 

great extent, our modern world 
dextral-minded. Education and in- 

dustry have endeavoured set mod- 
ern world much possible the 
finger tips the right 
adults, this apparent machines 
with conveniently-placed levers and 
push-buttons, tools and instruments 
such scissors, home appliances 
such can-openers, sport acces- 
sories sueh baseball gloves, any 
number improvements our fast- 
growing technology. 

For school children, illumina- 

tion comes conveniently from the 
left, handwriting slanted and courses 

natural way for the right hand, 
desks have set drawers the 
“proper” side, desk-chairs have the 
widened arm the most awkward 
side for “southpaw” left-hander 

cafeteria using such chairs has 

guard lest eat out the next 
fellow’s tray!), methods teaching 
take right-handedness for granted, ete. 

such world, when joins the 
great competition which life, the 

left-handed child confronted with 

double task: (1) that learning the 
same skills and information the 
right-handed child; and (2) the addi- 
tional task overcoming the handi- 
caps that have just been deseribed. 
This second task either sets him 
position relative inferiority the 
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start requires him greater 
amount ability and energy. 
could very well happen that this 
gin set-back just great enough 
elicit signs frustration, 
ment unhealthy indifference. The 
emotional disturbance, aroused the 
material disadvantage, may unduly 
magnified unfavorable attitudes 
the human environment: parents and 
teachers, brothers and sisters, class- 
mates playmates. Even with the 
best intentions for prodding the 
child into bettering himself, these peo- 
ple, instead giving him the encour- 
agement and uplift needs this 
particular time, make his double 
struggle all the more un- 
timely stiff demands, sneering 
failures, use unfair comparisons, 
ete. 

The Sinistral’s Problems 

second approach understanding 
the sinistral’s problems turn 
more cases frustration. One 
might examine the following question 

left-sidedness have any repercus- 
sions, good bad, 

personality traits, language, reading 
and 

With regard intelligence, seems 
safe state, the light recent re- 
search findings, that left-handedness 

nothing with intelligence. 
The distribution left-handed people 

same type and has the same parametric 

values that people general. 
Such statement will not please those 

who have believed one various 
pronouncements such “left-handed- 
ness sign mental retardation” 
“left-handed people compensate 
means greater intelligence” “am- 
bi-dextrality favorable unfavor- 
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able (both have been said) mental 
development.” 

Conceded that ability learn the 
same both groups, still remains 
possible that actual learning not 
easy for the left-sided person. Since 
equipment and social practices are 

for right-handed indivi- 

duals, sinistrals face the handicap 
additional obstacle overcome, that 
transposing into their own key the 

teaching and material set-up with 
which they have deal. 

Effect Personality 

much for intelligence. The ef- 

fect the development personality 
could entirely different matter. 

this case, quite plausible 
that the omni-present obstacles that 

await the sinistrals every step 
their mental, emotional and social de- 

velopment gradually frustrate them 
point where undesirable traits take 
new growth the form regres- 

sion, disinterest, discouragement, 

again aggression, jealousy, anti- 

social tendencies. 

fact, some research workers have 
found frequent instances introver- 

sion among sinistrals. Unfortunately, 
research has not completely ex- 

plored the field. Therefore seems 

little premature this time describe 
with any degree precision which 
particular traits are more seriously 
sensitized when left-sided individual 
tackles right-minded world. How- 

findings and when wide range 

study will extend its investigations 
into all aspects human personality. 

Language and 

probably the field lan- 
Dayhaw: Op. cit. 
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guage that most educators and clini- 
cians have linked various disturbances 
with The correlation 

said exist particularly with 

easy sport? quote authors 
who claim that the incriminating fac- 
tor many cases stuttering either 
(1) sinistrality itself (2) contra- 

laterality eye and hand dominance 
(right-handed and left-eyed, left- 
handed and right-eyed), more ser- 
iously still (3) the change hand de- 
manded for various reasons the left- 
handed 

The case favor such relation- 
ships was further strengthened some 
years ago Orton’s theory. brief, 
his theory claimed that best results for 
all sorts human functions 
when one cerebral hemisphere was un- 
questionably dominant over the other. 
The implication was that hemispheric 
dominance results from constant and 
continued preference one hand 
and/or one eye over their mates. 

The not-too-abundant research the 
past fifteen years has led question 
both the claims made the clinicians 
and the theory propounded 
Conservatively, one may say that all 

Guiding the Child’s 

This writer ventures say that 
the much talked-about matter change 

hand, when such change indicated 
‘for good reasons, harm 

dreaded from the change itself. The 

disturbances that have been observed 

some instances could very well have re- 
sulted from the unhappy emotions 
developed the child fostered 

the educators during the laborious 
transition period. educator should 
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careful not arouse intensify 
such emotions during the re-learning 
period; with this type vigilance 
mind language personality dis- 

Finally, one might consider sinis- 
trality with regard reading and 
writing. The educator who con- 
cerned with this particular phase 
the problem could derive considerable 
profit from publications 
Brown relative reading elemen- 
tary schools; Luella Cole concern- 
ing the handwriting problems left- 
handed children; Gardner 

left-handedness shorthand educa- 
tion; and Pauline Fertsch with re- 
spect reading 

time upon the problem reversals. 
not uncommon for young children 

mistake printed “d” for printed 
“bh a “bh? for a for 

“N” upside down; invert figures 

Orton’s Explanation 

Orton had explanation for this 
Any design (letter, fig- 

ure, drawing) forms two cortical im- 

pressions, one each hemisphere, 
identical except for the reversal 
image. Letters like “b” and pro- 
duce the same pair visual images, 
the image for “b” one hemisphere 
being the same the image for “d” 

the other. Now either hemis- 

phere constantly dominant, one 
the other arbitrarily controls behavior 
(perception the indi- 
vidual complete loss identify, 
either reading writing, which 

tunately, this state confusion does 
not seem last very long life. 

the case this aberration 
the case deficiencies reading and 
writing, again the causal factor has 
been alleged either sinistrality 
itself, especially left-eyedness, dis- 
harmony hand and eye dominance, 

possibly change hand. yet 
too early, the presence research, 

report decisive findings. Interest- 
ing facts may soon disclosed and 
confirmed; for instance, that left-eye 
dominance may hindrance the 
type reading that runs from left 
right but may facilitating condi- 
tion when the reading must proceed 
from right left. 

Conclusion 

From this very rapid over-view 
the problem lateral preference, one 
may conclude that left-handed and left- 
eyed children encounter very special 

while they are struggling 
for the mastery the three R’s. They 
need guidance and soon 

research will have solved the most 

that the findings will made known 
educators for facility learning 

and better mental health the sinis- 
tral 
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DEPARTMENT BOOK REVIEWS 
WILLIAM SEARS, Jr., Book Review Editor 

School Education, New York University 

Children Who Hate. 

David Wineman. 

1951. Pp. 252. 

For the teacher who finds difficult 

deal with the hyper-aggressive child, this 

book may bring insight and relief. This 

study children whose aggressive- 

clinical basis. Just why did the behavior 

controls the child break down? Here 

specific points breakdown are de- 

scribed and specific points “delin- 

quent defenses” against the adult world 

are analyzed. studying the problems 

behavioral control these real cases 

severely disturbed, hyper-aggressive 

children, the teacher will gain valuable 

clues for helping the comparatively milder 

cases, the regular classroom, cope 

with their emotions and impulses from 

within and “well-adjusted” manner.— 

Fritz and 

Glencoe: The Free Press, 

Marriage and the Family. John 

Kane. New York: The Dryden Press, 1952. 

Pp. 341 xv. $3.00. 

the teacher may times the 

only one whom adolescent student 

may turn for help and information 

matters sex, marriage and family life, 

this volume, practical and readable, will 

highly valuable. Drawing upon the 

biological, sociological, and psychological 

sciences, the author gives clear and con- 

cise discussions such topics court- 

ship and marriage, factors mate selec- 

tion, predicting success and failure mar- 

riage, personality factors marriage, 

parents and children, birth control, re- 

production, broken families, Sound 

principle and written style easy 

read, the book highly recommended 

high school students well teachers, 

and also men and women who hope 

gain better insights into marriage and 

family relationships for personal reasons. 

—S. AMATORA. 

The Metaphysical and Psychological 

Principles Love. Michael Fara- 

on. Dubuque: Wm. Brown Co, 1952. Pp. 

the first part this book the author 

analyzes the basis for attrac- 

tion love: Why does man love all? 

Why love intimate and vital the 

pursuit happiness Why man at- 

tracted the good and the beautiful? 

How this attraction exercised? the 

second half the book, presents the 

psychology love. Here are discussed 

such topics the reality human love, 

its causes, effects, and purposes. How does 

one fall love? What accounts for the 

singularity choice involved love? 

How does love grow? What the rela- 

tionship between knowledge and love? 

Between sex and love? Those interested 

the philosophical well the psy- 

cholical problems love will well re- 

paid for time spent studying this small 

AMATORA. 

Your Child and His Problems. Jo- 

seph Teicher. Boston: Little, Brown 

Co., 1953. Pp. 302 xvii. $3.75. 

The sub-title this book, Basic 

Guide for Parents,” explains its purpose 

and direction. This volume authori- 

tative guide telling the parent what do, 

and how it, when faced with the 

everyday problems the child. Such 

topics thumb-sucking, refusal eat, 

jealousy siblings, sleep, learning 

keep clean. family stress and strain and 

many others are discussed. Emphasis 

also placed the parents’ own psycho- 

logical problems they may affect the 

child. Not only parents, but also teachers, 

social workers, nurses, and others dealing 

with children will find this ready refer- 

ence.—S. 
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HELPS FOR BUSY 
Eaton Book Report System requires more thinking and less writing the 

the student and less reading and correcting the part the teacher. 
provides handy, permanent record each student’s outside reading. Form 
for Novels and Drama, Form for Essays and Short Stories, for the 

Review, Form for the Review, Form for Biography, Form for 

Island, Tale Cities, Silas The Lady the Lake, the 

King, The Merchant Venice, Hamlet. Hundreds thousands copies sold: all 

over the country. Try them out one class and you will Single 
copies cents, with key cents, Discount 

Pictorial Literature Maps: Interesting visual aids for your literature Bach 
map loaded with interesting information. English Literature Map black and 
White $1.00, American Literature Map colors $1.50. Historical and Literary Map 

Workbook Basic Spelling. This worked out method really 

eliminating errors most frequently made spelling the junior high 

The Eaton Literature Tests. Thirty-eight popular titles jynior senior 
high Write for complete list and like them. Price: 
smal] quantities cents each $3.00 per hundred any assortment. 

Teaching Diacritical Marks, Twenty-nine short lessons this frequently neglected 

Price cents. 

Staff Handbook for the High School Newspaper. you have supervise the pub- 
the school paper you will welcome this little book. outlines detail 

the exact duties each member the staff paper. It, will save you much 
time and help produce better product. 35. cents. 

Kingsley Outlines Yes, your teachers used these 
and they are still good for those who want make careful study the 
Seventy separate titles, cents each. Write for complete list. 

Write for complete 

THE PALMER PUBLISHERS 
349 LINCOLN STREET HINGHAM, 
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THE GRACE ABBOTT TEACHERS’ AGENCY 

120 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON 16, MASS. 
MEMBER NATIONAL ASSOCIATION AGENCIES 

Schermerhorn Teachers’ Agency 
866 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY BETWEEN AND 85th STREETS 

MEMBER NATIONAL ASSOCIATION TEACHERS’ AGENCIES 

superior agency for superior people. register only reliable candidates. Services free school officials 

CONSULTANTS SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES Placement 
Quality Teachers and Positions Listed Throughout the Year 

WRITE PHONE 

TEACHERS NEEDED—Elementary—Secondary—College. have officially listed, 
splendid positions. Why not investigate these through us? Our many 

years experience placing teachers—over quarter century under the same 
management—gives you expert guidance—so important seeking position. 
Write immediately. 

GREAT AMERICAN TEACHERS AGENCY 
Established 1880 Successor THE PENN EDUCATIONAL BUREAU 72nd Year 

205 NORTH SEVENTH STREET, ALLENTOWN, PENNA. 
Member National Association Teachers’ Agencies 

COLLEGE TEACHERS AND SCHOOL EXECUTIVES 
Need You For The Better Paying 

For Better Salary and More Desirable Position Enroll with the 

WRITE TODAY FOR INFORMATION 

ESTABLISHED 

SERVICE 

LARGEST, MOST PATRONIZED TEACHERS’ AGENCY WEST 


